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House Democrats Say

Governor Will
Decide On
Special Session

Reagan's Tax
Plan Will Fail
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( API — House
Democratic leaders say President
Reagan's latest challenge in the battle
over tax cuts will fail because the
Republican plan still does little for
families with incomes under $50,000 a
year.

But if the 191 House Republicans
stick together and convince 27
Democrats to vote for his bill, Reagan
said, "We can ... reverse the decline
of America's economic strength and
start her on the road to recovery
again."
Before Reagan made his latest
move, Rostenkowski claimed commitments from enough conservative
Democrats to win.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. says he will decide
this weekend whether to call a special
legislative session on the state's
budgetary problems.
In an interview, he said Friday he
would not let politics become a factor
in his decision.
"Everyone's advised me to play it
safe and not get controversial because
the succession amendment looks

safe," the governor said in an interview. "But there are problems that
have to be addressed .....11 do what I
have to do."
The proposed amendment, up for
referendum in November, would
allow a governor — including Brown
'IN ONE BASKET' — Heather Begley and Simon Crawford have it out
But Reagan claims his proposal is
who promoted it — and other state
in
Children's
the
Company production of "In One Basket." The Commore beneficial because it would cut
elective
officials and sheriffs to sucThe pitched battle over taxes should
pany will present the play at 2 p.m. Sunday in the old freight depot at
taxes over three years, compared
ceed
themselve
s.
come
to a head Wednesday when the
the Murray-Calloway County Park. The Children's Company is a branwith two for the Democratic version,
After five days of discussions on the
House
chooses
between
the
two
plans.
and then would "freeze" taxes at the
ch of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre. For inshortfall in the General Fund, which
In the meantime, Democratic
lower level.
formation and reservations, call the Ticketline at 759-1 752.
finances most state services and
leaders mounted a telephone camBy accepting more than ;65 billion
operations, Brown said he plans one
paign over the weekend to hold their
worth of new changes in his tax-cut
final review of the situation.
wavering conservatives in line and to
plan, Reagan "has won the game of
The governor has met with his
step up pressure in the home districts
one-upmanship," acknowledged Rep.
cabinet
secretaries, the legislative
of Democrats who are supporting
Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill. But the real
leadership and secondary and higher
Reagan's bill.
issue, he said,"is how Congress treats
education leaders to decide if he can
The president is taking to television
the American family."
offset a new deficit without a special
Monday night in a nationally broadsession.
"The Republicans have once again cast appeal aimed at winning ,votes
The earlier estimated shortfall in
missed what the American peopleare for his bill and for a bipartisan effort
"In One Basket," a collection of folk sometimes humorous manner, each that they have, and they're really
ex- the General Fund for the current
asking for — tax relief for workers to solve the financial problems of stories and fairy tales, will be has a serious message, not
only for cited about it — and so am I," Begley fisdal year was $185 million, and the
earning $15,000 to $50,000 a year," said Social Security.
presented at 2 p.m. Sunday on the kids, but for adults as well.
said.
administration made spending reducRostenkowski, chairman of the Ways • Although
In addition to Sunday's perfor-A good portion of the show is mim- tions to cope wiLbit.
asking for seyeral-.. open-airstage of the old freight depot
—I Means Cemanittee
the Murray-Calloway County Park. mance, selections from "In One ed. It's great exercise for their
changes in his own' tax plan, Reagan
imThe latest projection from the
The,..show is a production of The Basket" will be presented at 7 tonight agination, as well as for the
About half the additional benefits is still refusing to compromise on his
au- Revenue Department indicates
Childreats
Company, a branch of the in the depot. The selections precede dience's."
proposed by Reagan would go to in- call for a three-year, 25-percent
another $147 million must be cut.
dividuals by permanently "indexing" across-the-board reduction in per- Murrali-Calluway
Community the 'final performance of the ComTickets for the Sunday matinee are
This is at variance with a $107
the tax system against inflation, star- sonal tax rates. That is the approach Theatre.
munity Theatre's "A Hymn For Ken- $2 for general admission. For infor- million lower
estimate by a
According to Linda Begley, director tucky." The $2 admission charge mation and reservations, call
ting in 1985.
favored by the Republican-controlled
the Legislative Research Commission
Community Theatre Ticketline at 759- consultant, but Brown said the figures
The oil industry would get more Senate, which also is expected to pass of The Children's Company, the show covers both shows.
is a "graduation" of sorts for the
"The kids have been giving it all 1752.
a tax bill next week.
than $13 billion in special relief.
used by Larry Lynch, a Transylvania
House Democrats are seeking a young performers.
Reagan outlined the latest revision
University economist, are based on
—In One Basket' is the product of a
of his plan in a speech Friday to House two-year reduction averaging about
obsolete models.
Republicans. He accused Democrats 15 percent and want extra relief for series of summer workshops in which
The governor said he has just about
of drafting a substitute chiefly "to lower- and middle-income families, the kids learned mime, improvisa"digested" all the imput on the fiscal
defeat us and provide a political vic- who are hit hardest by rising Social tion, stage movement and voice," she
crisis, and that never has not been
said. "It's a great output for the
Security taxes and inflation.
tory for themselves."
Police said those arrested were leaning one way or another towards
OWENSBORO, Ky. — An underChildren's Company."
cover drug operation, which started Ernest L. Cook, 53, Ferndale, Mich., calling a session.
Approximately 17 children, grades
three months ago near Murray,led to and Zebadee Thomas Elliott, 47, TocBrown's remarks seemed a comthree through eight, have participated
the arrest Friday of two out-of-state coa, Ga. Both were lodged in the bination of caution and boldness.
in the program, Begley said.
residents on charges of trafficking in Daviess County Jail pending arraignHe said "I don't want to get in the
The show includes 12 stories, among
ment Monday.
Quaaludes.
trap" of some other states which have
them "-The Kangaroo and the
State police said a third suspect was miscalculated the extent of their
Ostrich," —Three Wishes," "The Tale
According to state police, the raid
being
sought in the ease which involv- deficits and have been forced into
The Murray High School varsity
Also, squads displaying the most of the Mouse," and "Rich Man."
also resulted in the confiscation of ed six detectives from posts at raising taxes.
and junior varsity cheerleaders will spirit will receive spirit sticks.
Begley said that although the tales 10,000 Quaaludes with an estimated Mayfield, Henderson
He said he does not want any Special
, Bowling Green,
be among 200 cheerleader squads atThe Murray High varsity squad in- are presented in a light and street value of $50,000.
Madisonville and Frankfort.
session "over-politicized in the middle
tending a cheerleader camp July 27-30 cludes captain Mary Burke, captain
of an election year."
at Western Kentucky University.
Leslie Hopkins, Joy Hina, Missy
"But when you have your problems,
Emerson,
"Shorty" Ford, Suzanne
Girls from Kentucky, Ohio, Illinois
you also get the chance to use your opand Indiana will be taught cheers, Pitman, Rebbie Houston, Jill Morris
portunities," he said. "And we're dochants and dance routines by Univer- and Lonna Furr.
ing this in economic development
Junior varsity cheerleaders include
sal Cheerleader Association officials.
where other states are over-taxing."
Emily Apperson, La nette Hopkins,
Brown claimed that the administraThe cheerleaders also will be
captain Angie Hamilton, Sherry
tion's million-dollar advertising camevaluated on the performances.
Wildey, Staci Gray, captain Wege
NEW ORLEANS ( AP) — A federal ment is updated.
He also said a stoppage would also paign to draw industry — with the
On the last day of the competition, a
Rushing, Kelly Thomas and Caroline appeals court has been asked to delay
Hunter Gholson, a Columbus, Miss., add to the cost of the $1.9
billion pro- theme that this state is run like a
district champion will be selected.
Schoenfeldt.
implementation of an earlier order lawyer, filed the petition on -behalf of ject through
a delay.of work and the business — has, according to one poll,
blocking further work on a section of the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway cost of restarting
at a later date. In raised Kentucky from 11th in the nathe Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway. Development Authority and the Tom- most cases,
he said, the corps would tion to tied for fourth as a place where
In a July 13 decision, the 5th U.S. bigbee River Valley Water Manage- have to return to
"square one" in businesses would like to locate.
Circuit Court of Appeals ordered work ment Districts. The authority is the preparing, evaluating
"The real solution is development to
and awarding
halted on a 44-mile canal section of the administrative body for the project, many contracts.
broaden the tax base,so that while we
232-mile waterway until the Army for which the water districts have
Stopping work on the canal, located are cutting back, we're pushing equalCorps of Engineers satisfactorily up- been working for years.
in Alabama and Mississippi, would ly for the other goal," he said.
dates an environmental impact stateThe governor said he aims at imGholson said that, if the appeals "be an irreparable blow to the
ment.
court ruling stands,some 3,000 people states," which have spent some $143 mediate spending reductions at 4 perIn an appeal filed Friday, two on the waterway would be put out of million to build
and relocate bridges cent to 6 percent for most agencies.
groups asked the court to allow work work, and "would add them to
"I don't want to go with a comthe over the waterway.
to continue while the impact state- welfare and unemployment roles."
Work has continued because the plicated program" even if a special
decision has not yet been processed, session is called, Brown said. "I don't
and Gholson said the circuit court has want to rush into any decision."
previously given its approval for work
to continue on projects while environrriental statements are updated.
"Equity dictates that the broad interest of the American public should
WASHINGTON (AP)— The House, tricity while producing or "breeding"
overriding objections that the project more fuel that it burns. France not suffer the heavy penalties which
All students who plan to attend the
such an immediate injunction inis the white elephant of the nuclear already has such a plant.
flicts...to punish the corps for its Calloway County schools and who
age, is putting up the money to begin
shortcomings perceived by this have not registered for the 1981-82
TO ATTEND CAMP — The Murray High School varsity and junior
construction of the $3.2 billion Clinch
panel," Gholson said in the appeal to school year should register imvarsity cheerleaders will be attending a cheerleader camp July 27-30
River breeder reactor.
mediately,school officials said.
the court.
at Western Kentucky University. Varsity cheerleaders include (top
An amendment endorsed by conHigh school students, grades 9-12,
Gholson
said
that
a
permanent
work
photo, from left, bottom row) captain Mary Burke, captain Leslie
servatives and environmentalists to
should contract Jerry Ainley at 753stoppage
is
''extremel
y
remote"
and
Hopkins, Joy Hina, Missy Emerson,(top row)"Shorty" Ford, Suzannne
delete $228 million for the project
WASHINGTON AP)— The $122-a- the "irreparable harm and damages 5479. Middle school students, grades 7
Pitman, Rebbie Houston, fill Morris and Lonna Fury. Junior varsity
from the $13.2 billion energy and month minimum Social Security
would be absolute and would have oc- and 8, should contact Roy Cothran at
cheerleaders are(bottom photo,from left, first row)Emily Apperson,
water development appropriations benefit that President Reagan wants curred for no beneficial purpose."
753-4182.
Lanette Hopkins, (second row) captain Angie Hamilton, Sherry
was defeated 206-186 Friday.
eliminated appears to be gaining a
ElementarY school students should
Work on the project began in 1972
Wildey, Staci Gray, captain Wege Rushing,(third row) Kelly Thomas
The bill was later passed, 244-104, new life after House and Senate con- and is about 55 percent complete. The contact their respective school prinand Caroline Schoenfeldt.
waterway is to link the Tennessee and cipals — Bob Allen, East, 753-9972;
and sent to the Senate, where Clinch ferees agreed to dump it.
Key House and Senate aides said Tombigbee rivers with the Gulf of Ray Dunn, Southwest, 753-5843: and
River carries the strong support of
James Feltner, North,753-9776.
Senate Majority Leader Howard Friday that the minimum benefit will Mexico.
Baker, R-Tenn. The project also is be addressed apart from the Reagan
supported by the Reagan administra- economic package once Congress
returns in September from its sumtion.
mer recess.
The money is intended to break
"It has sort of been an
ground on the Oak Ridge, Tenn. pro- understand
ing behind the scenes,"
One Section-12 Pages
ject, which has been in the planning said one
House aide. "An agreement
Aces
Hazy, hot and humid today with
10
stages since 1972 and already has cost has been
made to take care of those
Business
scattere
Page
d
afternoon
3
more $1 billion. When originally ap- (recipient
s) who might fall through
Church
Directory
thunderst
orms.
Highs
10
in the low
proved,the entire project was to have the cracks."
Classifieds
90s. Fair and warm tonight with
10, 11
cost $669 million.
The Office of Management and
Comics
lows in the mid 70s. Very hot and
10
Rep. Marilyn Bouquard, l)-Tenn., Budget has estimated that of the
3
Crossword
humid on Sunday with scattered
10
blamed the escalating costs on the million people receiving the minimum
Dear Abby
thunderst
orms. Highs in the mid
5
government's failure to make a corn- benefit, some
300,000 would not be
Deaths & Funerals
90s.
Winds
v411 be southwesterly
12
rrilment. Fortner President Jimmy covered by
other progrartis if it is
Dr Lamb
at 5-10 mph today, light and
2
Carter trled.,unsnceessfUlly for four
droppetk-Fins & Feathers
tonisht
1,1 - suurly
and
years to kill it.
Rep. belbert Latta, R-Ohio, the
Horoscopes
southwesterly at 10-20 mph on
5,11
Clinch River was envisioned as the ranking Republican on the House
Local Scene
2 Sunday. Probabilities of
United States' first commercial-size i3adgicr;Corrunittee, suggested one
Opinion Page
precipitation are 30 percent today
demonstration of a new nuclear solution might be to preserve the for
and 30 percent on Sunday.
Sports
techrology that would generate elec- present recipients only.

Children's Company To Present
'In One Basket'Sunday At Park
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Drug Investigation Begun In
Murray Leads To Arrest Of Two

MHS Varsity, Junior Varsity
Cheerleaders To Attend Camp

Court Asked To Delay Order
Blocking Work On Tenn-Tom

.6"

1-981

House Allots Funds For
Clinch River Construction

Unregistered County
Students Should
Contact Principals

Minimum Benefit Is
Gaining New Life
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• Napoleon Bonaparte captured the Egyptian port of
Alexandria in 1798.
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Community Events Listed
Saturday, July 23
Annual meeeting of Hicks
Cemetery will be held from 8
aan. to 12 noon. Donations
for Upkeep may be sent to E.
D. Winchester, Cliffod Farris, or Rudy Bucy.
Swim-disco party will be
held from 8 p.m. to midnight
at the Murray-Calloway
County Pool. Admission will
be 21.25.
Puppet show entitled
"Willie Has His Tonsils Out"
will be performed at 1:30 and
3:30 p.m.in the parking lot of
Roy Stewart Stadium as a
part of TIKI-MAST Day activities.
Murray Squa-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30
p.m. at the Woodmen of the
World Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the Livestock
and Exposition Center.
"Hymn for Kentucky" will
be presented by the Commuaity Theatre at 8 p.m. in
the old freight depot of
Murray-Calloway County
Park.

Thew b me Relartre

S914
IV

ALDO! F1•44(1

Chest-o 51 •'53-3314

Late Show Tonite 11.40
Adult Entertainment
18 or over only
n7 45•Start 8 15

FORE:C
FIVE
Check Norris Iii

hi. were(i)
H way 121 S•753-3314
SS A Carload Toe.

Reunion of 1956 class of
New Concord High School
will be held at 7 p.m. at the
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord. •Reservations
are not necessary and call
492-8252 for information.'
Murray Invitational Golf
Tournament will started....nk
day with Joe Rezroat and
Vernon Shown as chairmen.
The tournament dance will
be held tonight with Joe and
Sue McCoart, Rick and Nancy Orr, Walter and Ellen
Jones, Buist and Betty Scott,
and Gordon and Dinah Vire
in charge of arrangements.
Second day of Fifth Annual
Championship International
Miniature Horse Show will
start at 1 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

Tuesday,July 23
Monday,July 11
Murray Lions Club will
Saturday,July 26
Adult Great Books Discus- meet at 6:30 p.m. at the ColThe Singles' Class of sion Group will meet
at 7 onial House Smorgasbord.
Seventh and Poplar Church p.m. at the Calloway
County
of Christ will take a bus to Public Library.
Parents Anonymous will
Betty Hill's cabin for a
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infortime.
fellowship
cookout and
Recovery, Inc., will meet mation call 759-1087 or 435The bus will leave the churct) at 7:30 p.m. at the
Health 4385.
parking lot at 5:30 p.m.
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets.
Group D of Beginning
Greater Paducah Chapter
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Partners
Without
of Parents
Hazel and Douglas Centers Country Club will play from
will dine at 7:30 p.m. at the will be open from 10 a.m.
to 2 6 to8 pan. at the club.
Eagles Club, Paducah. For p.m. for activities by
the
information call 1-274596 or Senior Citizens with
lunch at
Returning Students United
1-247-8346.
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at will meet at 11:30 a.m. in the
Thoroughbred Room,
Events in Land Between Douglas at 12 noon.
University Center, Murray
the Lakes will include
District
17
University.- For inforUnit
State
I
of
Stream Stroll from 1 to 3
p.m. at Center Station and Licensed Practical Nurses mation call 753-4646 'or 759Wool Cleaning and Tall Association will meet at 7 1065.
Tales at 7 p.m. at The p.m. on the third floor,
Senior Citizens Centers
Murray-Calloway County
Homeplace-1850.
Hospital with Dr. Donald will be open as follows:
Brock as speaker.
Hazel and Douglas from 10
Sunday,July N
a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis from 10
Events at Land Between
a.m. to 3 p.m.; Dexter at
the Lakes will include Open
Tuesday, July 28
a.m.
9:30
Land - Who Uses It? at 1
Eva Wall Mission Group of
p.m. at Center Station.
Memorial Baptist Church
Traditional watermelon
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at the
Special meeting for all church for a potluck lun- cutting 'for Murray State
students, facult, staff,
residents of Fern Terrace cheon.
retirees and friends will be
Lodge and their families will
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
held
be held at 2:30 p.m. at the
Murray TOPS (take off
lodge. The new system for pounds sensibly) Club will on Oakhurst lawn. There is
dispensing medicine will be meet at 7 p.m. at the Health no charge.
discussed.
Center.
Marshall County Chapter
Ladies Full Gospel
of
"Hymn for Kentucky" will
Alcoholics Anonymous will
be presented by Community meet at 8 p.m. at the west Fellowship will meet at 10:30
Theatre at 2 p.m. at the old end of the Livestock and Ex- a.m. at the Gateway
Steakhouse, Draffenville.
freight depot of Murray- position Center.
Calloway County Park.

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbritten will be honored on their
50th wedding anniversary
with a reception at the Hazel
Community Center from 2 to
4 p.m.

Of Interest To

Senior Citizens

Environmental Education
Workshop for elementary
and secondary teachers will
open today at the Youth Station in the northern portion
of Land Between the Lakes.
For information 762-2747.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DR. LAMB - My
hair is very thin. I'm a fullblood Indian with typically
dark complexion. Most Indians have thick black hair. As
a matter of fact, my father,
mother, sister and brothers
have thick black hair. I have
one child of 8 years. Her hair
is normal for a growing girl
My hair is thin and dark
brown. I shower and wash
my hair every day. When I
was in school I had very
thick hair. My hair gets oily
if not washed every day.
DEAR READER - I get
enormous amounts of mail
from readers who have hair
low problems. It is important for people to understand that hair loss is a
symptom. It can be caused
by many different things.
That is why I often recommend that a person with hair
loss should see a dermatologist for an evaluation rather
than getting ripped off by
many of the advertised
products that are often
worse than useless.
You will need an examination to find out why you have
this problem. Most hair loss
is from inherited characteristics of the individual hair
follicles. In men that often
leads to male pattern baldness, often early in life. In
women it results in frontal
thinning.
In a few people hormone
imbalances can cause loss of
hair. This includes both
overactive and underactive
thyroid condittions. You
might have such a problem,
resulting in excessive scalp
oil and hair loss. Today fad
11E.1AR

diets that are deficient in
calories and good quality
protein are often a cause.
What you do to your hair
can affect hair loss. This is
explained in The Health Letter number 124, Hair Care,
which I am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. What
you do includes such things
as styles that pull on your
hair and excessive use of
bleaches.
Tatting B vitamins, zinc
and any number of things
people write to me about is
usually entirely useless.
Some have asked what kind
of protein they need. The
answer is good quality protein that provides all the
essential amino acids your
body needs. These are found
in meat and dairy products.
A good balanced diet should
meet all your protein, vitamin and mineral requirements you need for normal
hair growth.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I do
not write as a critic, but is
there any explanation as to
why a senior citizen, in good
health, almost 80 years old
is interested only in eating?
I see a great deal of this in
older people all the time. I
do not mean they do not read
or go for a walk, but this is
their main concern and
seems to be of a worrisome
nature.
DEAR READER - Eating is one of the basic

aspects of most people's
lives. In my opinion, more
people should be concerned
about what they are eating
and translate that concern
into learning sound illfOrMatioa about nutrition. Good
eating often means good
health.
Older people often do
have a narrowing of their
scope of interest. That is
sometimes because they
don't have the ability or
opportunity to participate in
the full range of life's activities that younger, and sometimes healthier, people do.
So it is only natural that
there may be a greater
interest in food.

Tennis Group C
Plans For Play
Tuesday- Morning
Group C of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Tuesday,
July 28, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Leisa
Faughn, Janice Howe, Deanna Parker, and Sue McCoed.
Court Two - Ann Uddberg,.jienee Wynn, Cathy
Young,
and
Linda
Haverstock.
Court Three-Jan Wilson,
Margarita Marsden, Annette
Alexander, and Lashlee
Foster.

One Group Wedding Gowns
One Grou
„• Formals

Nutrition Menus Listed
For Centers For Week

Mr. and Mrs. Noble D.
Pittner, Capi Coral, Fin.,
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary ,with a
reception from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m. at the Community
The menus for the NutriRoom of the North Branch of tion Program for the Elderly
the Peoples Bank. Quint and and Meals on
Wheels were
Martha Guier will be hosts.
released today for the week
Annual summer picnic of of July 27 to 31.
Meals are served at 12
First Christian Church will
at Douglas Center and
noon
be from 4 to 6 p.m. in the
pavilion by the old cour- at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
thouse in Murray-Calloway Center, Monday through Friday, and at 12 noon on TuesCounty Park.
day and Thursday at the
Homecoming will be held Ellis Center. Meals are also
at Mt. Carmel United sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Methodist Church.
Monday - sloppy joe with
cheese, baked beans, cole
Monday,July V
Blood River Baptist slaw, white bread, butter,
Association WMU will meet orange,milk,coffee or tea.
at 10 a.m. at the Olive BapTuesday - ham kish,
tist Church, east of Hardin
off Highway 80. Each one
should bring a sack lunch.

Problem with thin hair

•

steamed cabbage, crowder
peas, cornbread, butter,
fresh plums, milk, coffee or
tea.
Wednesday - bar-b-que
chicken, baked potato,
tomato wedges, hot roll, butter, apple, milk, coffee or
tea.
Thursday - meat loaf,
steamed cabbage, scalloped
potatoes, cornbread, butter,
watermelon cubes,milk,cof.
fee or tea.
Friday - chicken kish,
brocoli and cheek 'sauce,
whole baby carrots, hot roll,
butter, banana, milk, coffee
or tea.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Whet kind of day will tomor- be reciprocated.
row be? To find out what the CAPRICORN
stars say, read the forecast (Dec.22toJan.19)
You gain respect for your
given for your birth Sign.
accomplishments. InvolveOak Grove Baptist Church
ment in community affairs is
Women will meet at 7:30 ARIEt3
favored. Success is on the
p.m. at the home of Sara (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Local visits should be fun. horizon. Be ready!
Bagwell.
Relations with close friends AQUARIUS
Improve. Keep in touch with (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Leisure-time activities are
relatives. Others respond to
most fulfilling. Put aside
your ideas.
worry and have a happy time
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) kik4? with those you really care
Shopping trips are produc- about. Relax.
tive, and family life is gratify- PISCES
ing. New work projects are (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) MCP
Family get-togethers are
financially promising. Enjoy
happily accented. You may
favorable developments.
make important decisions
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 11
4
* regarding household imYou have winning ways now provements and family afand others follow your lead. fairs.
Romance and good times are
YOU BORN. TODAY are
definitely part of your agenda.
both intellectual and pracKeep smiling.
tical.
CANCER
(June 21 toJWy 22) COO
You'll roil up your,sleeves
!!•
and clear away unfinished
tasks. Clean the attic, mend
broken china, and attend to
•Ig•
odds and ends.
LEO
a• s
(July 23toAug. 72) 4244i -H.
:
A pleasing invitation arrives
new. Visits with friends are
:
conducive to happy times.
Others are impressed by your
constructive ideas.
40
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. n)
Your financial prospects improve. Be alert for new job opportunities. Business contacts
prove helpful now, so keep
aspirations high.
LIBRA
(sept.
23 to Oct. n)
A day for the beach or joining friends in their activities.
Good news from a distance.
An optimistic attitude attracts
benefits.
moit beautiful woman of our time
SCORPIO
(Oct. 211 to Nov. 21) MeV'
n the mart erotic adventure doll time.
. You'll put the finishing
touches on a business project
Privacy leads to improved
concentration. Higher-ups are
helpful. _
SAGITTARIUS
is
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Surrounded by friends and • :
loved onus, you 'honld have a
a41, v1aPEINL:1•=1 happy time now. Greet the .• .
world with a nude and it will
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Murray Business News Briefs
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A

Speedy Relief Unlikely
For High Mortgage Rates

We Sell For WU
•

NEW STORE — Shelves are being restocked daily as the Big K store in Bel Air
Center is being converted to a Wal-mart store. Store officials invite their present
shoppers and new customers to shop at the store. The store will keep the same
hours, 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Saturday and 1-6 p.m. Sunday. Standing in front of
the store were, from left, Bill BAH, district Big K-Wal-mart manager, James
Talent, store manager, Frances Walker, assistant store manager, Ricky Smith,
assistant store manager and Jeff Rogers assistant store manager.

New Car Sales Rise In July
By STEPHEN JONES
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (AP) — New
car sales by
U.S.
automakers rose 6 percent in
mid-July from the same
period a year ago, ending
three consecutive selling
periods of declining sales
that hit 20-yeartvccording to company re
.
The five major s U.S.
manufacturers
said
Thursday they sold 160,544
cars during the second ten
days of July, up from the
151,473 cars sold during the
same period last year.
"It's hard to explain why
you can be down 17 percent
in the first 10 days (of July)
and up 6 percent in the second 10," said Arvid Jouppi,
a Detroit-based analyst for
John Muir &Co.
"We're off very sharply
and this is not any indication
of a recovery but it's better
than being down 17 percent,"
Jouppi said.
Chrysler Corp. showed the
strongest improvement and
marked a second straight
day of good financial news.
Chrysler reported sales of
17,839 cars during the July
11-20 period, up 27 percent
from 14,037 during the same
period last year.
The sales figures were
released just one day after
the No. 3 automaker
reported an $11.6 million profit for the second quarter of
the year, its first quarter of
black ink since the fourth
quarter of 1978.
Ford Motor Co. said its
sales were up 14 percent for
the period, to 36,753 from
32,159. Late in the afternoon
Thursday, Ford announced
its own second-quarter profit, amounting to $60 million.
General Motors Corp.'s
sales were up 2.7 percent in
mid-July, to 99,793 from
97,129, while Volkswagen of

America said it sold 3,159
U.S.-made Rabbits, down 33
percent from the 4,730 it sold
in the 1980 period. American
Motors Corp. sold an
estimated 3,000 cars, down
12 percent from 3,418 last
year.
AMC's sales figures are
estimated because the company reports sales on a monthly basis only.
For the year, Chrysler has
sold 434,991 cars, 23 percent
more than the 356,258 it had
sold by the same time in
1980. Because there was one
more selling day in the Jan.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Time,Inc. said Friday it has
been in touch with 10 potential buyers for the
Washington Star since announcing that it will close the
128-year-old newspaper as a
hopeless money-loser.
Some of the contacts were
initiated by Time and some
by potential investors but
none was "substantive,"
said Louis Slovinsky, director of public affairs for the
publishing empire.
He expressed no 4itimisrn
that a way could be found to
keep Washington from
becoming a one-newspaper
town. Time bought the Star
34'2 years ago, lost $85
million in trying to turn it
around and decided this
week to kill it off on Aug. 7
unless a new buyer comes
forth.
As recently as 1954,
Washingtonians supported
four dailies, of which the
Star was dominant. Its finan-

10
0/
0
All Smoot Stock
Belled, Burlappod-Contoiners
Ss lads My 31, 19111

3 I ro

1-July 20 period last year,
the percentage comparisons
are based on the rate of sales
per day.
At Ford, sales of 817,886
for 1981 are down 4.3 percent
from.859,630 and GM's sales
of 2,173,465 cars are 5 percent below the 2,300,440 sold
by the same time in 1980.

By STEVEN P.
ROSENFELD
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) —
Families unable to afford a
house with mortgage rates
over 17 percent and
businessmen beleaguered
with borrowing costs above
20 percent are finding prospects dim for speedy relief.
Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker told Congress this past week that the
nation's central bank will
tighten the money supply to
fight inflation, even though
making money scarce drives
up interest rates.
The policy was endorsed
by the Reagan administration and received reluctant
acceptance from leaders of
other major industrial
democracies, who have seen
their economies disrupted
and currencies weakened by
a U.S. dollar that has risen
with the interest rates.
The sustained level of high
interest rates, including a
prime rate that has remained at or above 17 percent
since November 1980, has
had a marked effect on the
economy. The prime currently is 20.5 percent, just
one percentage point below
its record high.

Allstate Invests
$2,235,000 In Bonds
In Calloway County

Bedding Plants
And ilenskt. Baskets

Professio naI Landscape Service

/Jones Landscaping
Mia.-Sat. 8-3 Um. 1-3
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1725,

The gross national product
rose 8.6 percent the first
three months of the year,
then abruptly reversed. The
Commerce Department said
that in the second quarter,
GNP fell at an annual rate of
1.9 percent, with weakness
particularly evident in the
auto and construction industries and in spending for
plants and equipment.
Economists say chances
for a recession have increased.
Housing Secretary Samuel
Pierce said economic suffering will be felt by many
Americans and it might last
two years.
And Commerce Secretary
Malcolm Baldrige said "the
months ahead are likely to
be difficult for business."
Business failures through
July 16 were up 42.3 percent
from the same period a year
ago, according to Dun &
Bradstreet Corp.
In other economic news:
—The Agriculture Department said it is sticking to its
forecast that food prices will
rise less than 10 percent this
year.
—Chrysler Corp. reported
an $11.6 million profit for the
second quarter of 1981, its
first quarter in the black
since the final three months
of 1978. In the interim, it had
lost $3.3 billion. Ford Motor
Co. reported earningstif-0
million during the AprilJune period, its first profit
since the third quarter df
1979.
automakers
— U.S.
reported sales rose 6 percent
the second 10 days of July
from the same period a year
ago, ending three consecutive selling periods of
declining sales that had hit
20-year lows.
—Pan American World
Airways Inc. reported a
second-quarter loss of $103.1
million, a modest improvement from the first three
months of this year, but up
55.5 percent from the second
quarter of 1980. The company's struggling airline
continued to lose $1 million a
day.
—Exxon Corp., the world's
largest corporation, said
profits soared 77 percent to
$1.835 billion in the second
quarter.
—The bidding war for Conoco Inc. intensified among
Seagram Co. Ltd.. Du Pont
Co. and Mobil Corp.
—Time Inc. announced it
would close the Washington
Star, which had sustained
continuing advertising and
circulation losses.

VW sales stand at 90,577
for the year,down 13 percent
from 104,681 last year, and
AMC has sold an estimated
80,774 cars, 5 percent below
the 85,497 by the same time
Allstate Insurance Comin 1980.
panies have invested more
than $2,235,000 in bonds in
1981 in Calloway County, according to C. Robert Snyder,
associate vice president for
Kentucky.
Calloway County investments are part of more
than $103,654,979 in bonds
cial collapse will leave only held
by Allstate in 49 counthe Washington Post, and ties in
Kentucky. ,
make the capital the biggest
"Local Allstate incity in the country without vestments
have helped make
competing newspapers.
possible many needed civic
Spokesmen for the improvements
in Calloway
Newspaper Guild and the In- County,"
Snyder said.
ternational Typographical
Allstate investments have
Union — representing most helped
finance community
of the 1,427 workers who will schools, hospitals and public
be left jobless when the utility services throughout
newspaper closes Aug. 7 — the state.
said they were exploring the
"As a corporate citizen of
possibility of aiding the pur- Kentucky, Allstate feels
an
chase of the Star by its obligation to reinvest in local
employees.
communities that have conThey said they found sur- tributed so greatly to our
prising interest from the company's growth," Snyder
city's business community in said. "During these periods
helping to underwrite the of economic uncertainty,
an
loans that would be investment in people reafnecessary. Meetings will be firms our commitment to
a
held this weekend to see if prosperous
future for all our
the plan is feasible.
citizens," he concluded.
There were rumors that
the Post was considering
publishing an afternoon
paper, but Bo Jones, Post
vice president and counsel,
said, The Post does not
have plans to start an afternoon newspaper."
Time said it gave up the
battle against the Past
because the Star was unable
to attract more than a
quarter of the community's
advertising dollars.
Scores of newspapers arranged to interview Star
reporters, and the paper set
aside interview rooms to aid
*I" .
the job search.
Sidney Epstein, associate.
editor, said half a dozen big
NEW UNIFORMS — Employees at Druther's
city newspapers were flying
Restaurant,
formerly Burger Queen, have donned new
their editors to Washington
uniforms
to
go along with the name change. The
to talk to prospective
changed its name to better
restaurant
recently
employ.
But Francis Price, Star describe the foods available at the facility.
production manager, said
"
-'•1
1 1111.0.
while newspapers were looking for management people
There's a
and highly skilled technicians, his 100 printers, 70
111
[I 1
a.• "ID
mailroom employees, 22
photoengravers and 81 composing room workers had little prospect of landing jobs
Shied for you too
in the newspaper industry.
"There's already a flood of
printers," he said. "It's sad.
It makes you feel very bad.
It's really tough."

Time Exec Expresses
No Optimism About
Washington Star Sale
By MIKE FENSELBER
Associated Press Writer

BANK WINNERS — Winners of $50 each from the Bank of Murray booth at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair were given their winnings. Drawings were
made each night at 10 p.m. Winners were (from left) William Wilson, Sheri
Easley, Connie Kimbro and Jenne!! Howard. Absent from picture are Judy
Outland and Danita Walker.

Kroger Takes Option On Tappan Building

Facility Prospects Look Bright
For about a year now, an about 150 people when the Kentucky Central Life •
empty industrial facility that plant opens around the end (OTC), to 1634 from 17'02;
once hummed with as many of 1982. There also is United Kentucky Bank
as 1,000 workers has haunted speculation that Kroger has (OTC),to 15',2 from 164.
the civic leaders of Murray, even more ambitious plans
a 14,500-population city in for the Winchester location.
southwestern Kentucky's
In Bowling Green, ribbonCalloway County.
cutting ceremonies are planSince then, nothing but ned this fall at a $27 million
weeds has been produced at Kroger specialty baker
the former Tappan plant plant. The 145,000-squareCalloway County Circuit
where millions of gas ranges foot .bakery is the largest
Clerk-Elect Ann P. Wilson
were manufactured. Tappan single construction project
attended a five-day Orientaclosed the plant in 1980 and ever undertaken by Kroger,
tion Program in Frankfort,
consolidated range produc- the nation's second largest
July 13-17. The program,
tion in its Ohio plant.
food chain with more than conducted by the AdBut things started looking 1,200 retail stores. The
ministrative ..Office of the
brighter last month (June), bakery initially will employ
Courts, with assistance from
when the Kroger Company more than 200 full-time
the Institute for Court
announced it had taken an workers.
Management, was designed
option on part of the vacant
Kroger officials said they to provide those unopposed
property. While plans are looked at 27 sites before
new circuit clerks an overnot yet firm, Kroger con- deciding to locate the bakery
view of the Kentucky court
templates using the site for in Bowling Green.
system and their responproduction of a line of sugarThe grocery chain was sibility in the custody and
based food products. Ken- well-known to many Kencontrol of court records and
tucky Commerce Secretary tucky shoppers before all
monies accountable to their
Bruce Lunsford said conver- this recent activity, of
office.
sion of the former Tappan course. The company has 82
Twenty-one of the state's
warehouse would require a food stores and 38 Super-X
22 new clerk-elects attended
$10 million investment by drug stores in Kentucky,
the orientation, which ofKroger and would provide employing more than 7,000
fered information on the
about 200 jobs. Murray people in those retail outlets.
court-related services probusiness leaders hope
But aside from a meat vided by the Administrative
Kroger's plans will spur plant in Jeffersontown that
Office of the Courts, the
other industrial prospects to opened in 1969 and where 120
clerk's accounting responconsider locating on other are employed, locating
sibilities, and the ethics and
parts of the Tappan proper- manufacturing facilities in
statutory duties and responty.
Kentucky is a new thrust for sibilities of their office.
Kroger, which is based in Kroger. And at least three
Two days were devoted to
Cincinnati, Ohio, is becom- communities in the state are management of the clerk's
ing an increasingly familiar cheering them on.
superThe
office.
resident of Kentucky; the
visor/management training
Murray announcement was
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON workshop was presented by
just the latest example of the THE MOVE LAST WEEK: representatives of the
grocery chain becoming the Market direction for the in- stitute for Court Managecatalyst for economic dex of 25 Kentucky stocks ment of Denver, Colorado.
development in the was mixed. Largest gains: and included study of the
Bluegrass State.
Chi Chi's(OTC),to 2378 from skills required for effecIn late June, ground was 22; Jerrico (OTC), to 2534 tiveness in management'
broken on a $21 million from 241.4; Thomas Inpositions, dealing with
Kroger dairy plant in the dustries (NYSE), to 1614 employees, leadership
Winchester-Clark County in- from 14ti. Biggest losses:
styles, and problem solving.
dustrial park. Winchester of- Glenmore
Distilleries
The clerk-elects wilt
ficials had worked for years (AMEX), to 213* from 22;
assume office on Jan. 1, 1982:to build an industrial park in
their coirununity, but they *****************************couldn't get state financing
*.
For all your Travel Reservations Call
to develop a park without
*•
committing at least one major tenant to locate there.
Kroger made that commitment earlier this year, and
only then did the Kentucky
finance
Development
Authority approve a $400,000
low-interest developmental
representing
loan for the 85-acre park.
American and International Trave!time 3I"
Kroger will take 24 of those
acres and expects to employ :****************************

Ann P. Wilson
Attends Orientation
Program In Frankfort
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Thoughts
In Season

loniAgc

By Ken Wolf
It is rather well-known that white
Europeans have had a tendency to
look down upon the non-white peoples
in the Southern hemisphere, particularly during the nineteenthcentury period of European expansion. These words of the English
political thinker James Stephen, written in 1841, summarize the attitude of
many Europeans most succinctly:
The disappearance of these people
Australian aborigines)
before the white invaders is just
as certain as the disappearance
of wolves in a country becoming
civilized and populous.

Editorial

What Big Teeth
You Have, Tip
(Reprinted by permission of taxes will have a hard time sellSt. Louis Globe-Democrat)
ing a package that offers AmerPresident Reagan has a icans a net increase in taxes of 7
knack for going right to the percent.
heart of an issue. He has done it The fact that Democrats in
again in exposing what a fraud the House seem determined to
the Democratic "tax cut" bill is. try to sell this bogus tax cut
Reagan said the Democratic package indicates that they will
bill, by cutting taxes only 15 believe they can pull off another
percent over a 21-month period, feat of tax trickery that will
would not offset an increase of fool most of the American peoapproximately 22 percent in ple.
federal taxes stemming from in- But like the big bad wolf, they
flation and rising Social Securi- may have overplayed their part.
ty taxes.
What big teeth you have SpeakThe so-called tax bill that is er O'Neill. Those fangs don't
being peddled by the Democrat- look like they belong to nice old
ic leadership of the House," said tax-cutting congressman. CitiReagan,"is something of a wolf zens aren't of a mind to play the 10 Years Ago
in sheep's clothing."
Little Red Riclinghood scene for The mobile home of Mr. and Mrs. Reed General Hospital, Washington,
The collective Democratic House Democrats whose hungry William Self at Coach Estates, Mur- D.C.
wolves who have hatched Up demeanor indicates they are ay, was damaged by fire on Juky 24.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
this tax cut that isn't large yearning to sink their incisors Deaths reported include Mrs. Bertie and Mrs. J. W.Jones on July 21,a girl
'Ainzurigham, 87, Walter E. Watts, 74, to Mr. and Mrs. Chip Veal on July 21,
enough to offset rising federal into taxpayers once again.

Today In History

Looking Back

Washington Today
An AP News Analysis
of Reagan, trust him less, give him a
By EVAN WTIT
lower _job rating and feeLle is less
--Associated-Press-Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President compassionate than men do, accorReagan has named a woman to the ding to the latest AP-NBC News poll,
Supreme Court and has promised to conducted after Mrs. O'Connor's apcampaign from the White House pointment was announced.
women
against state laws that discriminate Reagan's problems with
News
AP-NBC
in
the
show
up
began
to
against women. Still, though, his
Republican
political problem with women voters polls and others after the
National Convention that nominated
hasn't been solved.
him
a year ago. It wasn't so much
Reagan fulfilled a campaign proReagan did at the Detroit conwhat
mise when he decided to nominate
that hurt as it was the party
vention
Arizona appeals court judge Sandra
platform, which took a strong antiD. O'Connor to the Supreme Court.
Now he is fulfilling another, with a abortion position and backed off the
drive for repeal of discriminatory party's traditional endorsement of the
state laws. He has appointed an aide, Equal Rights Amendment.
Judy Peachee,to work on that project Reagan's weakness is greatest
and has written governors asking among those women who work outside
their help.
the home, a rapidly growing group in
As campaigner and as president, recent years.
Reagan has firmly opposed ratificaOn Election Day, the AP-NBC poll
tion of the Equal Rights Amendment.
His campaign pledges on the court ap- of more than 11,000 voters on Nov. 4
pointment and the drive to erase uncovered an historic division.
discriminatory laws were offered as Women split 47-45 between Reagan
antidotes to criticism of his position - and Carter, while men voted for
Reagan by a 56-36 edge. That's the
against the ERA.
But on Election Day, Reagan won first time since modern polling began
overwhelmingly among male voters, measuring such things that men and
women voted quite differently in the
narrowly among females.
The difference of opinion persists. presidential race.
The polls show that men still are more
impressed than women with Reagan's
performance as president, although
the majority is favorable in both
"And this shall be an everlasting
cases.
statute unto you, to make an atoneWomen — and men — express ment, for the children of Israel for all
strong backing for the nomination of their sins once a year." Leviticus 16:
34
Mrs. O'Connor.
Cod has always initiated ways to
months,
for
have
they
But, as
the world unto Himself, bereconcile
women hold a generally lower opinion
ginning in the Old Testament and
culminating in the gift of His Son.
By JOHN CUNNIFF

!tilde Thought

Business Mirror
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Nobody, he said,"has ever convincNEW YORK (AP) — Lee Iacocca
ed me the Japanese build better cars
says he won it for Uncle Sam. The
we do."
coach of the amazing Chryslers eked than
Because it squeezed a secondprofit
for
his
embattlquarterly
out a
quarter profit of $11.6 million from
ed team at a time when even Las
sales
of $3.09 billion, after losing 8536
Vegas had almost given up quoting
million in the comparable three monodds.
ths a year ago,Coach Iacocca seemed
Amid a gay cloud of doubt about
convinced that Chrysler workers,
compete,
Americans
to
the ability of
shareholders and buyers should be
he told a National Press Club au- dancing in the
streets.
dience in Washington that "The proIacocca said Chrysler has installed
gress Chrysler has made over the past
the latest technology; become the intwo years is living proof of hot* much
dustry's front-wheel drive leader;
Americans can accompli.sh if they
formed a new relationship with
work together."
unions; come up with creative financHe left no doubt that henceforth he ing; and introduced "the best product
considers himself a spokesman not
lineup in our history at the right
only for Chrysler Corp., which nearly
had been written off two years ago, Price."
And some critics have raised their
-but for all U.S. industry, which he
assessments of Chrysler, but the comworld's
best.
- 'claimed is still the
pany has much rebuilding to do.
--- However, Iacocca made an omisA third-quarter loss is likely; a
• lion. .
fourth-quarter
loss is possible; and
Those in the audience quietly added
for
the
year,
there's
likely to be more
to the list another reason for
red than black in the book of
Chrysler's survival so far: a $1.2
statistics.
billion bailout with federal governIn short, Chrysler still could go
ment loan guarantees, designed to
under.
•
reassure lenders and help develop
their otherwise uncreative lending iniViiirray Ledge: a Times
stincts.
But with his chest thrust toward the
f USPS301-700)
waiter L Apperson
Publisher
future, cocky Iacocca offered only piEditor
R.Omme McCutcheen
ty for the defeatists, "angry because
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
we didn't have the good grace to walk
Christmas
Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivaway and let Chrysler die."
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th Si.,
They had, he said, believed "Detroit
Murray, Ky. 42171. Second Class Postage Paid et
Murray,Ky. 43071
builds nothing but junk, assembled
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In are served by
with disregard for the corporate good
carriers. M.25 per mordh, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway Cality and to Benton. Harby American workers who never
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky .and
come to work on Mondays or
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn $24.00 per
Fridays."
year. By mail to other destinations, $3010 per
year.
There was a pause. "Baloney," be
Mesnber di Associated Press, Kentucky Pram
snaPPed•
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Japanese
are
The idea that the
Ameciation.•
---Tbe Associated Press is ezeiusivefy'MOW to
superior Industrialists who have leri .
repattai local news originated by The Murray
American manufacturers in their
ber!Timm sr well is sii vollhafW awl
121X.PHOMM NUMBERS
wake is a myth, he said. He wondered
713-1014
Business Offbee
aloud if Americans were "suffering
7$3-1111e
Ossified Advertising
7S3-1111
from a kind of national amnesia about
Retail(MOW Advertising
753-101e
Christian
our industrial and technolo(dcal
New.medalled'MO.
past."
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a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Gene
Woods on July 72, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Darrel Morgan on July 23, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. George Newton
on July 21.

Ken Brandon, son of Mr. and Mr&
James Brandon, has been awarded
the "Gene Cathey" Sportsmanship
Award at ceremonies held by the Little League Baseball Association.
The Murray Little League All Stars
advanced to the finals of the District
Tournament at Fort,— Campbell by
beating Mayfield 9to 8. Eddie Rollins
was the Murray pitcher.
,

Danny Walker, a member of the "Community Salutes."
Births reported at the Murray
Calloway County High School Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America, Hospital Mel*a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
showed the Junior Grand Champion Buford Downey,a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jersey yesterday at the Purchase- James E. Hamilton, a girl to Mr. and
Parrish Show and Annual Picnic held Mrs. Jackie Brandon, a boy to Mr.
on the campus of Murray State Col- and Mrs. Vernon Cohoon,a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond King,a girl to Mr.
lege.
The city of Murray will be saluted and Mrs. F. W. Brushee, and a boy to
by wsm-fiy, Nashville, Tenn.,on July Mr.and Mrs. John H. Lassiter.
Mrs. Goldia Curd, Mrs. Clifford
26. This series of programs is called

Melugin, and Miss Ruth Lassiter are
attending the national convention of
the Supreme Forrest Woodmen Circle
at Dallas,Texas.
Mrs. Walter Blakely. was hbnOred
on her 79th birthday on July Z1 at a
dinner at the Murray City Park.
Two piece suits will be cleaned for
89 cents each or two for $1.69 at the
One Hour Martinizing Cleaners, according to the firm's ad this week.

and Louis T. Hauge,78.
Army Doctor Ronald L, Kelley, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kelley, recently
was promoted to major while serving
as a resident in psychiatry at Walter

20 Years Ago

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday July 25, the 208th
day of 1981. There are 159 days left in
the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 25,1963, the United States,
Soviet Union and Britain signed a
treaty prohibiting nuclear testing in
the atmosphere, in space and under
water.
On this date:
In 1593, France's Henry IV became
a Roman Catholic.
In 1943, Benito Mussolini was forced
to resign as premier of Italy in World
War II.
Ten years ago: Dr. Christian Barnard transplanted two lungs and a
heart into a dying man in Capetown,
South Africa. The operation was
described as a success.
Five years ago: A new ceasefire in
the civil war in Lebanon failed to halt
hostilties.
One year ago: a US. delegation
walked out of the United Nations
General Assembly during a speech by
Iran's delegate. The walkout was in
protest against the holding of
American hostages in Iran.
Today's birthdays: Former
Democratic Sen. Frank Church of
Idaho is 57.1ongshoreman and writer
Eric Hoffer is p.
Thought for today: The best time to
make friends is before you need them.
— Anonymous.

'1

30 Years Ago
PFC Billy G. Thurmond,son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Thurmond, recently
joined the Seventh Division's 49th
Field Artillery Battalion in Korea.
Mrs. Katie Simmons is pictured accepting the congratulations of Larry
Kerley, owner of Larry Kerley Company, on her winning the Thor
washing machine at the opening of the
concern recently.

40 Years Ago

Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Allen Pool, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ben K.Haley,and twin girls
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hopkins, all on
July 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Henson announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Bonnie Lou, to Vesta'
A.Orr,Jr.,son of Mr.and Mrs. Vesta
A. Orr,Sr.

Clarence Mitchell has been
transferred to Nicholasville with the
Extension Service from Calloway
County. He has been with the local office for the past 3/
1
2years.
Dr. Walter Baker attended a
Chiropractic post graduate course at
Chicago, Ill. He was accompanied by
his wife, Louise, and their daughter,
Jane.

4

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maup

Calloway County Rural Grade tion on the streets of Murray and
Schools opened July 21 with an enroll- especially around the court square by
The Arthur
ment of 756 pupils, according to ceasing to park in traffic lanes or
Griffin Family
figures released by T. C. Arnett, more commonly called "doublcparitsuperintendent of Calloway County itlir
Harry Fenton was elected as presiSchools. Schools are Backusburg,
Mary E. Griffin, born 1835 in
Arthur Griffin Jr., was b6rn about
Brooks Chapel, Chestnut Grove, dent of the Murray Rotary Club at the
1775 in Northampton County, N.C. He Stewart County. She married Jordan
Center Ridge, Cherry, Edge Hill, meeting held at the National Hotel.
was the son of Arthur Sr. and Amy Futrell April 2, 1852. Jordan was the
Heath,Independence, Kirks Ridge,
Marriages announced this week inLandon, Macedonia, New Providence, clude Elizabeth Christine Johnson to (Mann) Griffin. Arthur Jr. died in son of Jenkins Futrell. Their children
Paleatine, Russell's Chapel, Spring Robert Andrew Batts on July 20, and 1824, in Stewart County, Tennessee, were: Sarah E., born 1852 and
Oreek, Shady Hill, Thompson, Utter- Mildred Geraldine Wesley to Fred near Model, in what is now the Land Frances Josephine, born 1855, who
married William E. Outland Nov. 13,
Between the Lakes.
back, Woodlawn, Dexter, Outland, Mills Crawford on July 19.
1672.
Pottertown, Van Cleave, Coldwater,
Arthur Griffin married Elizabeth
Births reported this week include a
Permelia Griffin, born 1837, died
Pleasant Hill,and Pine Bluff.
boy to the Rev. and Mrs. Carroll Hub- Futrell about 1810. She was the April 23, 1907 in Calloway County. She
One hundred and twenty-eight bard, Sr., July 7, a boy to Mr.
and daughter of Ephraim and Sally married Tilman S. Outland, son of
students from Calloway County are Mrs. Oury Kin, July 19, a boy to
Mr. Futrell and was born about 1788 in
now attending the summer session at and Mrs.Paul Burkeen, July 20,a boy Northhampton County, North James Bryant, on Feb. 13, 1857. Soon
after their marriage they moved to
Murray State College, according to a to Dr. and Mrs. Clarence
Lanciham, Carolina. The Arthur Griffin family Calloway County. They were the
survey of the registration records.
July 21, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. migrated to Stewart County about parents of nine children.
Deaths reported this week include Thad lines.
1820 and settled near Model, TenWilliam J. Griffin, born 1842 and
Mrs. Fannie Brown Fair.
nessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Gilbert and Mr.
died Jan. 26, 1862; he lived his whole
Dr. A. D. Butterworth, commander
Elizabeth Futrell Griffin minified a
of American Legion Post No. 73 and and Mrs. Bryan Tolley are attending second time on June 26, 1846,to Jethro life in Stewart County and was buried
the
In the Hicks Cemetery,near Model.
Lions
Club
convention in New
county chairman of the drive for
fir
evsst wife
Bass. Jethro Bass and
Thomas M. Griffin, born Dec. 23,
Orleans,
La.
scrap aluminum, today appealed fOr
on the 1846 and died July 14, 1929 in Stewart
are buried in unmarked
Bank
Savings
full cooperation in the drive for scrap
Peoples
Assets of the
Great
hillside across from
alumninum for the national emergen- as of June 30, 1941,are $618,655.68, ac- Western Furnace at the old site of the County. He married Georgia Ann
cy. The local campaign will continue cording to the firm's published state- town of Model, near the Buffalo Allen, daughter of R. R. and Emily
McClain Allen, on May 9, 1870. They
through July 31.
ment.
Range. Jethro Bass died not long after were the parents of seven children:
Murray ChierCir Police Burman
Showing at the vanity Theatre is his second marriage and Elizabeth
Parker requests Murray and "blood and Sand" stirring Tyrone Griffin Bass died April 23, 1853, in Alpha Ann, Emma, Sanford, Boone,
Calloway County motorists to Power, Linda Darnell, and Rita Trigg County, near Golden Pond. It is Romer,Medic,and Clarence.
Alfred Griffin, son of Arthur and
cooperate in relieving traffic conges- Hayworth.
not known for certain where she is Elizabeth, was born 1844 in Stewart
•
buried.
County. Alice Griffin daughter of ArThe children of Arthur and thur and Elizabeth, was born 1849 and
Elizabeth Griffin were: (1) Dawsey died 1853 near Model,Tennessee.
Griffin, 1813-1869; (2) Nancy Bell
This family line has been traced
Government Weather Recorder H. Kentucky Highway Department in Griffin, 1814-about 1864; (3) Martha
B. Arnold said 1.87 inches of rain have Frankfort on Aug. 26 for the surfacing E. Griffin, 1815-1887; (4) Mary "Pol- more completely, and if anyone
fallen in Murray this month, com- of the highway from Murray to Hazel. ly" Griffin, born 1816;(5) Elitha Grif- wishes, I will continue it at a later
To replace the Flint Valley school fin, 1819-1890; (6) William Griffin, date. Just a few comments about
pared to zero inches for July -1930.
Deaths reported this week include house that burned recently, work will born 1822; and (7) Arthur Griffin III, miscellaneous matters. I had a letter
from someone who did not include her
Tosco Hale, 27, Jack A. Rayburn, 50, begin on the new building within a few born
days.
and Mrs. Amos Wells, 38.
1823.Dawsey Griffin, son of Arthur and name or address who is very inThe first annual tobacco tour for Elizabeth, was born in Northampton terested in contacting Mrs. Ernestine
Thirteen contractors and conCalloway County will be held Aug. 5, County, N.C. in 1813, before the family Bucy and learning more about the
struction firms submitted bids for
construction of the Murray Postoffice according to County Agent C. 0. migrated to Kentucky. He married Collies. She also commented that she
Sarah "Sallie" Futrell, daughter of had been waiting for more to be writwhich were opened in Washington, D. Dickey.
Births reported this week include a Shadrach (1770-1818) and Charlotte ten on this subject. Well, Ernestine,
C., on July 23. The low bidder was
Kellogg and Anderson, Sedalia, Mo., girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Johnson Futrell 4771-1818). He died how is your research coming?
The cemetery book of Calloway
Workman on July 14.
April 5, 1869in Calloway County.
with a figure of $68,360, according to
The History of Calloway County,
Dawsey Griffin and family lived on County is progressing nicely accorMurray Postmaster M. L. Whitnell.
prepared by E. A. Johnston and to be a farm on Pryor Creek,just below the ding to reporn and should be off the
One of the largest and most complete assortments of liquor ap- published by The Ledger & Times, present site of the 1850 Home Place. press within a couple of weeks. I have
been asked to talk about it and related
will sell for 50 cents per copy.
Their children were:
paratuses in the history oLc..31-..-way
on the Brearkreat Show
" Martha Jane, born 1833- in Stewart
The settlement ot Cunt urtruiard,4
County was captured shortly after
sheriff of Callow:' r‘gaty, with said ;Opost-i, lenaessee,484•4 -14.galloway ,coming ?•landpy *Twang,if anyone is
midrdght- tor &ley 16 on a - farm on
Newberg Road by Federal Agent J. county for the year 1930 is published County, Kentucky. She married Interested in learning more about how
this week.
W. Guess, City Patrolman Bart
Timothy J. Outland Oct. 27, 1851 in these things come to pass. One comChuck roast is listed as selling nine Stewart County. This family moved to ment to those who may be listening in,
Osbron, and Deputy Sheriffs Burman
cents per pound in the ad for Shrost Calloway County in the 1850's and please remember that I am a writer,
Parker and J. H. Orr.
A
not a public speaker.
Brae. Meat Market.
Sealed bids will be opened by the
were the parents of 12 children.

50 Years Ago
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SUNDAY

PRICEBREAKERS

Husband Picks Up Paper; TUESDAY
Neighbors Put Down Theirs
DEAR ABBY: My-husband and I recently moved to the
suburbs. Our home is set back away from the road, but our
neighbors can see our property from both sides and across
the road.
My husband has alivays slept in the nude, but now he's
started to get the morning paper in the same state! He says
nobody will see him, but I'm afraid dbmebody might and
he'll be arrested for indecent exposure. It's as though he is
playing some sort of game of chance and gets a kick out of
the risk he's taking, although he insists that the thought
has never entered his mind. I have trouble looking our
neighbors in the face, wondering if they have seen my
husband picking up our morning paper.
I might add that he is not all that gorgeous. He's 53 years
old and 40 pounds overweight. I think you owe me a
solution, Abby, because he says he can't wait to see what
Abby has to say.
NUDIE'S WIFE

Is

a
In
ir

DEAR WIFE: Next time Old Nudie goes out to fetch
the morning paper, lock the door behind him. The
result could be funnier than an old Laurel and Hardy
flick. It could also cure him.

10

DEAR ABBY: My husband had a disagreement with his
mother a year ago when we were building our first home.
Even though we had saved up a large amount of money on
our own, he came up short and asked his well-to-do mother if
we could use her money as collateral on a low-interest loan.
She refused, and my husband and his mother haven't
spoken since.
In the meantime, I became pregnant soon after we moved
into our home. I had the baby recently and she died shortly
after birth. My 'husband is extremely upset because his
mother never acknowledged our baby's death.
I think my husband should call his mother and get his
feelings off his chest. By the way, my husband's sister sided
with his mother, and we have not heard from her either.
USE NO NAMES
A. 4
DEAR USE: If your husband,stopped speaking to
his mother because she refused him,a financial favor,
shame on him. However, his mother should have
broken the silence to express her sympathy and offer
support and comfort when she learned of your tragic
loss. I agree with you. Your husband should call his
mother and clear the air.

DEAR ABBY: In response to ASHAMED IN SAN
ANTONIO: I have a wonderful mother, alive and well,
thank God. She is 72.
Mama gave me and my three brothers so much love ove
the years that I have plenty to go around!
Abby, please send me the name and address of the poo
lady who was so ashamed of being forgotten on Mother's
Day that she sent herselfflowers,and I promise you she will
never have to send herself flowers on her day again.
A LOVING SON IN LONG BEACH

1
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Lotion
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Doves •Ishwashing Liquid

Durable, grease-resistant
plastic foam plates. 8%" size. •

Choice Of Colors

with pump
12-oz.' cleaner -oz* refill
24
spray or

24x72"
Size

'Mad oz

Sporting
Goods
Dept

2.22

pied*

•

•
•
Your Favorite
•From
Color Negatives •
For the 9•
•
Price of mo
•Order two 5x7" or•
two 8x10" enlargements at our regu-•
lar price and get
third enlargement•
at no charge.
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•
om •110 negatives
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Sale Price

Our Reg.2.32

•••

4.97 1.66

.

Remnant Runner Rugs

Pledge' Polish

Broadloom, with jute
or non-slip back

Choose lemon or original. 14-oz.* aerosol

Net wt

.8)110"

NI1-

'

Sale
Price

•Pocket Camera With Flash
110 camera with built-iri electronic flash
• color-corrected F8 lens. hand' wrist strap

1L97

,yrnate•

Of high-impact Cooler
plastic
with
push-button lid.

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICES

11111v
sins

(J".,(JuOjti

SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY

eas.

3051

ELT-

S
SERVICES I
LU.
1. Replace front brake pods
.2 True rotors
3. Inspect calipers
4 ROM hydraulic system
5 Repack inner and outer bearings
6 Inspect front grease seals
2, Inspect.mopter.cylincler
6 Inspect rear linings for swear
(additional cost if repairs on rear
brakes are needed)
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FILM
DEVELOPING.
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Limit 2
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Men's 18" Work Tube Socks

Chicken

pledge

3-pr.
Pkg.

White socks of comfortable
cotton/nylon. Fit 10-13. Save!

Fried

ICI
"C;RIGINAL

Sale PfkCe

2-9" Pizzas Only$42.ph,Tait
2-12" Pizzas Only%mph.Tait
2-16" Pizzas Only

1.97

Limit 3

Pkg.Of 12 Foam Plates

In economy 22-f1.-oz. size.
64 fl. on, Final Touch', 1.76

Cheese Plus One!tern
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dip

Our Reg.3.27

3$4

Limit 2
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Soup Et
Salad
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4
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Our Reg. 11.88

11 a.m.-2 p.m. Dolly Thru July

Men's Sporty Pocket T-shirt
Squid color T-shirts ,Ln easy-care polyester/cotton. Great for summer with jeans, slacks.

Limit2

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (35 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd.. Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
19004usessaininseastanowasmasaussie

Lunch Special
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1.76
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3 Days Only

DEAR PERPLEXED: Register under your own
names and request accommodations for two - with
separate beds. You need not explain the relationship
at most hotels today. You could easily be brother and
sister.

73,
'art

1_

1.50

Limit 2

stains disinfects.removes
DEAR ABBY: I am a 75-year-old widow. I live with a
48-of
bachelor who is also in his 70s. This is not a romantic...
arrangement. It's an economic one. We both live on Social
Security and this arrangement is good for both of us.
•
Now for the problem: We would like to take a conducted
bus tour together. Since we must consider the economics of
such a trip, and double occupancy in hotels is so much
cheaper than two singles, is there any way we can do this?
We do not want to break any laws or be embarrassed in any
way.
How would we register at the hotel? As most hotels have
two beds in each room, I can't see where this would be any
problem. What should we ask for? How much should we tell?
WINDOW
CLEANEE
Or do we have to explain our relationship?
1101161416
PERPLEXED
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By Abigail Van Bure
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c Fins & Feathers
By MIKE STANTON
Associated Press Writer
HOLYOKE, Mass.( AP) —
Almost 200 years after dams
and pollution drove the
Atlantic salmon from the
Connecticut River, the
popular gamefish is making
an unprecedented comeback.
"It's kind of an amazing
story," Boyd Kunard of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service said. "We've finally gotten to the point where we're
seeing some success and
convincing the skeptics it
can be done."
In record numbers, the
majestic, silvery fish are
migrating from the North
Atlantic into the Connecticut
River this year, using artificial fish ladders to hurdle
dams that have cut them off
from their traditional
spawning grounds since
1798.
At the Holyoke Dam, the
first obstacle fish encounter
on their journey from Long
Island Sound, 300 salmon
bad been captured by early
this month for breeding in
hatcheries. That's a
dramatic jump from the 123
. taken lagt year.
Despite the double threat
of acid rain and probable
cuts in government funding,
officials are optimistic about
the future of the $60 million
program.
"The salmon's return is a
sign of how much the river
has been cleaned up — it's
proof that we can bring

something native back,"
said program coordinator
Steve Rideout of the Fish
and Wildlife Service in
Hadley, Mass.
The comeback can be traced to a 1965 federal law, the
Anadromous Fish Act, which
led to a partnership among
the U.S. government, the
four states touched by New
England's longest river and
the power companies that
operate the river's dams.
Anadromous reftrs to
ocean fish that spawn in
fresh water.
Fish ladders and elevators
at the Connecticut's three
southernmost dams —
Holyoke and Turners Falls
in Massachusetts, Vernon in
Vermont — have been built
at a cost of more than $26
million, opening 173 miles of
the 410-mile river to salmon.
When ladders are built by
1990 at the next two Vermont
dams, in Bellows Falls and
Wilder, salmon will be able
to reach 270 miles upriver.
Sometime in the late 1980s,
Rideout predicts, fishermen
should be able to cast their
lines for the salmon.
Before the river's dams
went up, 40,000 salmon
migrated upriver every
year, Rideout estimates. By
1997, officials hope to have
4,000 to 6,000 salmon a year
migrating upriver to spawn
and to be able to capture 800
of them for hatcheries. The
offspring of hatchery salmon
are used to stock tributaries
of the Connecticut to create
natural salmon runs.

But one aim of the restoration program — to have
salmon reproduce naturally
— could be endangered by
acid rain.
Rain laced with high
amounts of acid is threatening fish life across the Northeast and in Canada. The
cause is still under investigation, but many naturalists
blame coal-burning industry
in the Midwest.
Rideout says some
tributaries, like the West
River in Vermont and the
Salmon River in Connecticut, already have acidity
levels too high for natural
reproduction, although fish
can still live there.
Money is a more immediate problem.
President
Reagan
eliminated the fish act's $3.5
million grant program
through which the salmon
project was to have gotten
$130,000 next year, said Rep.
Silvio Conte, D-Mass. He
said most of the money has
been restored via the Fish
and Wildlife budget,
although it's still uncertain
how much.
"The program will continue, but there will be a
greater need for the states
involved to put in more
money," said an aide to Conte, who asked not to be identified by name.
Massachusetts and Connecticut together contribute
about $50000 a year, Kunard
said. Vermont and New
Hampshire do not contribute, and Kunard is

dubious about increased
state spending for salmon in
these budget-cutting times.
"The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife
is slated for a 10 to 20 percent
cut, so we haven't even explored the possibility of getting more money from
them," Kunard said.
One bright spot is that the
most expensive parts of the
program are already in
place. Northeast Utilities
and the New England Power
Co. are required to pay for
fish ladders as part of their
right to operate dams.
More thart$6.5 million has
been spent for a federal hatchery in Bethel, Vt. and $1.5
million is earmarked to build
a hatchery in Montague,
Mass.
Restoring a natural run
entails releasing hatchery
salmon at age 2, when they
smolt — their scales turn
silver and they swim to sea,
to be drawn back to the same
spot two years later by a
mysterious homing instinct.
Perched atop the Holyoke
Dam,program worker Steve
Henry watched a 10-pound
salmon thrashing in the sunstreaked water of'a holding
Link.
"Nobody knows why they
come back or how they do
it," Henry said. "But it's
really exciting to see them
come back."

The ham Ridge B•whoaten Society held their anmsal
I,.,leg sapper, Saterday July it,sad presented awards
to neamben.(Top photo) Wineon la the Team Frog Mast
were left to right, first place BM Settle (met pictured)
mud Terrill Tidwell, second place Swam TidweN mad Ass
Value, third piece Phillip Merrboa nod Paul MOM.
(left One)First plan la the freestyle class,.1 11. new
tMy sheets hr March, April mod
M•1rovi
left, sad first place la the Anvicsatoys Clop,for Mani,
April mod May was UIylidd.
(Bottoikha)Roy Wilhnt
received a pimple for the hugest frog. (Bottom right)
Steve Cathey 5.1 nand plan for largest Sow, set
presest was INI Settle first place.

Fee For Visitors
To Piney IL
Hillman Ferry

GOLDEN POND, Ky. — A
$2 fee for day visitors to the
Piney and Hillman Ferry
family campgrounds in
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes will begin Aug. 1 in an
minimize
to
effort
unauthorized use of campground facilities.
Several reasons for initiating the fee were given by
campground
LBL
managers. Large volumes of
traffic make the area difficult to patrol and increase
the dangers to children in
that area. Parking is damaging the grassy areas. Boat
ramps,swimming areas and
shower facilities have been
abused. Most importantly,
heavy numbers of visitors
reduce the privacy and
security of those wishing to,
camp in the natural surroundings of LBL
The fee will be in force
during the regular daytime
hours from 7 to 10 p.m. Overnight campers will continue
to be charged the regular
rate of $5 a night.
For more information contact Recreation Services
Section, TVA-Land Between
Hunting Applications
The Lakes, Golden Pond,
Due July 29
Ky.
42231,
Quota
telephone
Deer Hunt Applica(502)
Koch Marc Wyatt, sea of Mr. awl Mrs. lhasy Wyatt, caught his lint dries of
924-5602.
tions for TVA's Land
catfish eat of peed with the nth,weigh.,I..s ill ponds.
Between The Lakes (LBL)
must be returned to the
Wildlife Management Section in the Administrative
Office at Golden Pond by
3:30
p.m., Wednesday, July
At Jonathon Crook
29. The applications can be
__ Announces
picked up at the AdNEW 40'0e/d52.Covered Slips For Houseboats
ministrative Office, Golden
NEW 30'Covered Slips For Cruisers
Pond Visitors Center. Center
LOCAL DEALER for GALVA -LIFT Boat Hoists
Station, and both North and
Easy to operatelaminates IniMERIO growth On boat bottcwn
South Information Points in
nanmior

Sportsman's Marina

SAL fS
SERVICE

RESTAURANT

Adiecent to Sportsman's Safari Campground

Rt.5Benton, KY 42025

502/3544560
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The Lakes (LBL) will be
held Saturday, August I, at
the Stewart County High
School at Dover, Tennessee.
All persons wishing to participate in the drawing must
submit applications in person at the school between 710 ail'.
This year the number of
sites available will be sharply reduced. There will be 11
prime sites in the dewatering poritis. The remaining
available hunting sites this
year will be devoted to welkin hunting in which a permanent blind structure is not required.
Applicants miCt hold a
valid Tennessee hunting and
fishing license and a waterfowl license and be at least

641 Super Shell

a
•
a
•

I Tires, Wheels & Accessories?:
I Car, Truck, Tractol Tires_A
:•• Road and Field Sen
- :gtice
•
1 „ 410 N.4011-...,_ _ :
s_
:
753-8364-753-6779
I
•

Duck Blind
Drawing August I
A public drawing for duck
blinds in the Bear Creek
Waterfowl Management
Unit of TVA's Land Between
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Whore "Sondes Is Our Business

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON MaluRf

GRAYSON MatURI

44South
Telephone 502-4365483

". - 753-9131

Tour 11-11aul Headquarters

crafts division.
16 years of age or older.
Special Populations
Permits will be issued at
' Fishing Tournament
the time a the drawing
A totai of 3_5 persons parAugust 1.
ticipated in the Special
Arts and Crafts
Populations Fishing TournaFestival
An estimated 10,000 people ment at Devils Elbow Lake
attended the 12th annual Access in TVA's Land
Arts and Crafts Festival in Between The Lakes 1.BI •
TVA's Land Between The The tournament was sponsored by B & J Bait ComLakes( I.B1.) June 20-21. .
In the Devils Elbow Fid- pany of Hopkinsville. Kendlers Contest held the first tucky: Kentucky !Ake Bass
day of the festit'al, Ray (lob: Kentucky Spe6ai
Snyder, of C.arbondale, Il- Olympics; and I.B1..
Douglas Gipson, of "Cadiz, •
linois, won the senior fiddler's division. Sixteen-year- Kentucky, won first place in'.
old Jim Wood, recently nam- the tournament. Todd Lee'
ed a Grand Master Fiddler Hayden. of Path:teat'. Kerp.
in a national contest, took tucks', placed second.r.,
first-place honors in the Richard McConnell, fromq
junior fiddler category. Bill Louisville, Kentucky, finistiMcGaha • from Tennessee ed third. Central Statey.!
Ridge, Tennessee, won the Hospital in Louisville was
banjo contest. Bluegrass and awarded a plaque given to
Company, from Tennessee the facility having the tep
Ridge, Tennessee, won the finisher in the tournament.
Other bass clubs in the
bluegrass band division.
WKMS-FM, Kentucky State have been informed of
I,ake Vacationland, and I.B1, the success of LB L's tournasponsored the contest. ment, and it is possible that
.Judges were C.R. Eison, of local bass clubs in Kentucky'
Ledbetter, Kentucky, and may sponsor similar conDarrel Haden, host of a tests and send their winners
Saturday
program
on to a State finals tournament
_WKMS. Wade Bourne served at LBL The proposed touras master occeremonies,
_ 1161110121would,be,tricjiw
In the'arts and Crafts divi- tion with the Kentucky
sion, Thomas Kick, of Special Olympics, which wiJ
Kirkwood, Missouri, was meet in Murray, Kentuck
judged best of show in the next year.
a
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Fins & Feathers
WIMP OUTDOORS
5:15 p.m. - Jerry Maupin
and I meet in the parking lot
at Kenlake Marina. We're
old friends who've fished
together several times
before. He's a guide, lives in
Murray, and knows sauger
fishing like the back of his
hand. That's the object of
our meeting.
5:40 p.m. - The boat is
launched, ice and soft drinks
are in the cooler. It's another
scorcher, and the humidity
is almost as high as the
temperature. Jerry says
he's had good luck on sauger
the weekend before. We idle
out of the marina and head
up the lake.
6:00 p.m. — Jerry eases
'4•••••-. _
back on the throttle, turns on
his depthfinder and locates a
shallow bar next to the old
Fishing guide Jerry !Kong& be lo
burs hi Kentucky Lake for gee('
Tennessee River channel.
smeller catches. Mospie says the key te ewe's Is Hadley 'LeBow areas where Wit.:
The lake is calm. Jerry picks
fish are concentrated.
up a casting rod; a shadcolored Rebel is tied on the
(Mph ivy Weis Bean*
end. He turns to parallel the
bar and starts letting out line boat, the guide dips it with a
lake, and there are lightento troll the bait behind the landing net. It'll weigh 1'2 As I'm taking pictures I
notice lightening coming ing flashes on both sides,of
boat.
pounds. ,
Tits Kentucky Lein Kest Clvi held. teereeiuseet, eat of
from a cloud west of the the water, but not yet close.
I ask about the spot and
I ask Jerry to hold it up for
The fish have suddenly ceasDevils Elbow, on Barkley Labe, Saturday lely 11. (Top
.
how he locates fish. "When a picture. As he grasps it, the lake.
ed_.
all activity. Maupin
photo) Whiners were left to right, first place Larry Camp
"One
thing
I
always
do
schools of shad congregate fish flops, cutting the guide's
':"_ because of .the
with
./Nilk
my
lure
with le pleads 13 emotes, socead place Rodney'Tidwell
is
,
orr
tie
to
it
out on the shallow bars in finger with its sharp gill
with wino pounds 14 maces, third piece Willard Can
main lake, the sauger and plate. "Normally I'd handle with a bowline knot forming weather change.
"In all we've talked about,
with alas pounds 12 ounces (Loft pints)l.d..yTIdwifl
stripes will be there to feed sauger with pliars, " Jerry a two inch loop. This gives
alas toe& his bass hewers with Ms fear pooled 12 seeks
on'em," he answers. "I've says. He explians that the lure more action and lets what is the one key to good
Walter.
found most of my good spots sauger can inflict painful it run deeper," Jerry ex- sauger fishing," I asked. .
"Finding the right strucby looking at a lake contour cuts with their teeth, gill plains.
What about weather? "In ture and locating minnows
map. Then I've checked the plates and fins. They must
really hot weather the fish up on it," the guide answers.
spots out by trolling. Sauger be handled carefully.
lay on deeper drops, but an "If you can find this comlike sandy or mud bars with
The fish is dropped in the
bination, you can bet saager
stumps or rocks on them."
cooler, and we resume troll- overcast will bring them up
will be close by. You can find
on
the
bars
to
feed.
One
thing
6:10 p.m. - Maupin's line ing.
the
minnows either by seeing
I
don't
like
is a slick lake, a
goes tight, suddenly losing
I ask about tackle. "I use complete
them
by eye or on the depabsence
wind.
of
I
its erratic, bait-jerking an Arnbassadeur reel on a
thfinder. If you're getting
movement as pressure is ad- No. 4 Lew's casting rod," the do best when there's a little
numerous returns on your
ded on the end. The guide guide answers. "My normal ripple."
6;50 p.m. - I finally get a finder at 54 feet below the
pushes his throttle into idle, trolling line is 12 lb. Stren
;
s of
stands up and cranks in the monofilament, but if I need strike. The sauger is a good surface, they'll be school'
shad."
one,
and
I
have
him
coming
first sauger of the day. It's a to troll deeper bars I switch
We decide to head:
:in
small fish with a big ap- to reels with .1.Q or 8 lb. lines nicely on top of the water.
before the thunderstorms
suddenly
And
gone.
he's
petite, and it's released back on them. With 8 lb. line, I can
catch us in open water.
to the lake. We resume troll- keep my lure on bottom in 14 That's fishing.
8:30 p.m. - We get back to
ing.
feet of water."
I ask if there are any other Kenlake just before ';01.the
"The sauger is a school
Maupin uses two basic tips. "Two," he replies. storm hits. I'm glad to lion
jig and rind combinations off fishing off steep banks; clear
points; walleye fair during to murky to muddy,stable at fish," Maupin continues, lures; the Rebel Wee-R and "First, make sure your drag the bank
"and through the summer the Wiggle Wart. "I is set where your line will
day trolling deep runners pooland 86.
Grayson — Crappie fair it'll lay somewhere on or prefer the crayfish colored give if you hang a stump.
across shallow mud flats; in
tailwaters trout excellent; over submerged cover; down the side of the bars. I baits the first of June when I And second, a plug knocker
clear, falling, 12 feet below bluegill fair in coves; clear, try to pattern them, to find start trolling. But when the is worth its weight in gold to
out what depth they're lay- minnows get out on the bars, a troller. With lures getting
stable at pool and 84.
timberline and 84.
Dewey — Bluegill fair ing alio and when I say 'lay- I switch to white or shad.
Dale Hollow — Black bass
more expensive, and with
I ask how long into the hangs very commonplace in
fair at night casting plastic along shoreline cover; clear ing,' I mean that literally.
worms or jigs off deep banks to murky to muddy,stable at They stay right on the bot- year he trolls the bars. trolling, the plug knocker
tom."
"Through September," he will save you a lot of
and around weed beds; pool and 86.
Maupin is running a zig- answers. "In the fall the money."
Fishtrap — Crappie slow
bluegill fair in deep coves;
white bass and crappie slow trolling small medium run- zag pattern across the sauger move in closer to the
7:40 p.m. - The storms are
night fishing over river ners over main channel; in dropoff on the bar. His eyes banks."
moving slowly toward the
6:28 p.m.—Another strike!
channel; clear, stable at 1 tailwaters trout good; clear, are glued to the depthfinder.
"Ten feet is a good average "This one feels big," Maupin
stable at pool and 84.
foot above pool and 87.
depth to troll for sauger, and says as he reels in. But soon
Laurel — Trout good at
this is usually where I'll he realizei something is
night off steep banks;
start," he says. He explains wrong. "I think he's foulbluegill fair still fishing
that he moves from deep to hooked," he says, and his
worms or crickets in the
shallow to deep, and guess is correct. Up pops a
shallows; clear, falling slowOUTBOARDS
*
when a fish is hooked, the hand-sized white bass, hook- *
ly, 3 feet below pool and 83.
first thing he does is to check ed in the dorsal fin. The fish
Cave Run — Black bass
the water depth on his dep- is released back to the
fair casting crank baits and
thfinder. If several fish come water.
spinner baits off points;
from the same depth, the
Murray, Ky. 42071:*
What about trolling speed?:Route 3 Box 80
musky fair in upper lake
pattern is established, and "I don't think you can troll *
A*
trolling deep runners over
Highway 94 East
he concentrates strictly in too slowly as long as your *
river channel; clear to
*
-*
this productive zone.
bait is digging into the bot- *
murky, falling, 2 feet above
.*
6:20 p.m. - Another strike tom," Jerry says. "A lot of *
OWNfR: Gary Darnell
pool and 83.
*
Jerry
says
this
one is a bet- people troll too fast."
*
Buckhorn — White Bass
.1,*
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
*
ter fish as he reels in. When
6:35 p.m.—Another keeper
and crappie fair night
**************
the sauger is next to the sauger, added to the cooler.

take-By-Lake Rundown

=7.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) clear, falling, 2 feet above
— Anglers t Kentucky's 15 pool and 87.
largest lakes are catching a
Nolin — Crappie fair night
variety of species, including fishing over deep cover;
walleye, sauger, black bass, clear to murky, falling slowcrappie and rainbow trout. ly, 11/2 feet above pool and 86.
The state gave this run- Rough River — Crappie
down:
fair at night over submerged
Kentucky — Sauger slow cover; black bass slow at
to fair trolling ridge tops cif night off points and over
secondary channels and by dropoffs; clear, stable at
drifting fishing minnows; pool and N.
catfish slow to fair on min- Herrington — Black bass
nows and nightcrawlers over good at night casting spinner
channel dropoffs; in baits and plastic worms off
tailwaters catfish fair; points and along steep
clear, stable at one half foot banks; catfish fair to good
below pool and 84.
still fishing cut bait off
Barkley — Black bass slow points; clear, stable at 2 feet
casting
artificial above pool and 86.
nightcrawlers
along
Green — Bluegill fair still
shoreline cover; white bass fishing worms or crickets off
slow in jumps; bluegill slow shallow banks; black bass
along shallow banks; in slow at night on plastic
tailwaters catfish good, worms off points; clear to
white bass fair; clear, fall- murky,stable at pool and 86.
ing slowly, one half foot
Cumberland — Crappie
below pool and 86.
fair to good drift fishing in
Barren — Black bass slow deep coves and still fishing
on plastic worms off points over deep submerged cover;
and steep banks; white bass black bass fair at night
slow trolling over the flats; casting plastic worms and
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Aurora Marine
Service Inc.

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
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THE JONES

O.

Knotarkv Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
Featuring
*Bass Hawk Boats
*J.C. Pontoons
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

R R

Buchanan. Tenn (901) 237-8271

Since 1966• 15 Years Of Derkinclabie
Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor
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*On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

1it

91

Fred Gardner, Owner

*

•Cover ASI 14Inciowe
*Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes,
Never Pliant Again
*Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
*Rooting
*Storm Windows & Doors

I*
*
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Rt 5 Bon 2054 Murray Ky
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sporting Equipment *•
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Boat, Motor, Po9tooki

Complete line of Fishing and
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Ski __Al
Quality & Quantify Guaranteed,
:Rentals- Guide Santici-Coveredillsrage-U :
*
*
Launching Ramp-Tackb,Bait
liwy. 94 fest
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.
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Murray, Ky. 42071
'r Rt. 1 Hardin
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Sports

Meeting Held At Kenlake

Local-Interest Issues
Discussed By KHSAA
AURORA, Ky., — Two ar- District."
Citing Farmington as a
ticles on the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association's closer, more logical member
Board of Controls agenda to move from District Three
directly concerned local to Four, Rose continued by
athletic programs although saying it would also be
nothing earth shattering was detrimental for part of a Onedecided in Friday's meeting. county system (District
KHSAA's Board of Con- Three) to move into a twotrols met for its annual sum- county system r District
mer meeting at Kenlake Four).
Rose said the movement of
State Park hotel and heard a
three-sided argument con- Mayfield would cause the apcerning Mayfield High proximately 5,500 student
School's proposed basketball enrollment of District Three
move from the third to the to fall to only 4,000 while
raising District Four's to
fourth district.
Mayfield, currently in about 10,000. The difference,
District Three along with Rose said, Would be
Fancy Farm, Farmington, detrimental educationally
I.owes, Sedalia, Symsonia and administratively.
Marshall
and Wingo, has offered to
County's
move to District Four which representative Bob Miller
is made, up of Murray, then said Marshall County
(".alloway County and Mar- had no objections tot
Mayfield entering the
shall County high schools.
Mayfield principal Ralph Fourth District. The unColby presented his pro fairness of three-team
argument pointing out the districts was also raised as a
unevenness in one district point in favor of the Mayfield
having seven teams while move.
"the other only had three. Finally, principal W.A.
Also, Colby said Mayfield Franklin was questioned
has the only major basket- about Murray High School's
ball facility in the Third stance, Franklin said MHS
District which makes tour- preferred to rernain neutral,
nament play unfair due to a neither for nor against the
lack of rotation. Colby finish- Mayfield move.
ed his argument by saying "We see the good things
Mayfield would be ready im- and the bad things that can
mediately for the re- come about from this
alignment in respect to move," Franklin said. Then,
schedules and tournament with a tongue-in-cheek
play.
response, Franklin broke the
Next, Jack
Rose, tension when he said,"From
superintendant of Calloway a coaching standpoint, as
County schools, opposed the our basketball coach likes to
Mayfield move, stating em- point out, the only thing betphatically, "We do not want ter than a three-team
Mayfield in the Fourth district is a two-team

IN COMMAND — Newly elected Kentucky High School
Athletic Association president J.D. Mennehan (left) and
KHSAA commissioner Tom Mils discuss Board of Control
issues during Friday's meeting at Kenlake State Park hotel.

Covering
All Fields

The next issue on the
KHSAA agenda directly involving local schools was the
proposal to re-classify the
state's system from a four-A
to a three-A alignment.
After newly elected
KHSAA vice president
Fairce Woods described the
football committee's recommendation, the Board of
Controls voted unanimoUsly•
to retain the present system
which includes A, AA, AAA
and AAAA classifications.
The issue was brought
about earlier, in part, when
several class four-A schools
threatened to drop to three-A

only 66
pools left

The Scone-Mato"'
Exclusive Features:
• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail
• Foundation
• Heavy gauge solid vinyl
kner

due to enrollment decreases.
Woods said many of the
schools announced enrollNASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) rowly edged state rival
ment increases during the
— Ohio Valley Conference Western Kentucky, the 1980
past school year and the
state's four-A system should football coaches have tapped league champion, in the
Eastern Kentucky, runner- balloting. Murray State was
remain intact and would be
up in the Division I-AA na- third.
•
"geometrically
and
tional
playoffs last year, as
Eastern got five first-place
numerically" stronger than
dropping to a three-A the pre-season favorite to votes for 6042 points, followtake the 1981 league title.
ed by Western with 5642 and
system.
Eastern'
Murray 52.
s
Colonels
narMurray High School coach
John Hina disapproved 41
the Board's decision. Mina,
preferring a change to a
three-A system,said it would
prevent several schools from
playing outside their
classifications plus it would
prevent the Louisville Class
AAAA schools from getting
TENNIS
''preferential treatment."
BAASTAD, Sweden (AP)
Currently, Hina pointed out,
the state playoffs produce an' — France's Thierry Tulasne
at-large state champ, who stunned top-seeded Peter
then plays the Louisville McNamara of Australia, 6-1,
state champion for the 6-0, and Sweden's Joakim
overall Class AAAA cham- Nystrom surprised thirdpionship. This, Hina said, seeded Mark Edmondson 62, 6-0, to move into the
was an unfair practice.
Hina favored the move to a semifinals of the $100,000
three-A system because it Swedish Open tennis chamwould benefit schools who pionship.
Second -seed
must travel excessively to
Paul
schedule teams in their own McNamee and fellowAustralian John Fitzgerald,
classification.
Due to the Board's deci- the No. 4 seed, also were
sion the state is locked into eliminated in the quarterthe four-A system at least for finals.
Anders Jarryd, another
another two years.
KHSAA commissioner Swede, trailed 3-6, 1-1 when
Tom Mills of Lexington said, McNamee was forced to
"The decision to remain in abandon the match because
the present system will solve of a back injury.
some problems while
GOLF
creating others. The Board's
WILLIAMSBURG, Va.
decision does not mean we (AP) — Wayne
Levi fired a
will not continue to examine 4-under-par 67
for a twothe present system for possi- round total of 137
to take a
ble corrections and im- one-stroke lead
in the
provements."
8300,000 Anheuser-Busch
Minnehan echoed Mills' Golf Classic at King,smil
l
remarks saying he respected Golf Club.
the Board's decision because
Howard Twitty, Bob Murthere was not a significant phy and Jim Booros
were
number of changes in con- tied for second
at 4-under
solidation or enrollment to par 138. Twitty had
67, while
merit a change in the cur- Murphy and Booros
each
rent system.
had 69s.

. TOLL TRU
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1112-94114121
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:
.P0.Box 237, Nevi Albany,Ind.
47150

Without obligation, please
send a
representative with information on pools
DAYS (1) AFTERN9ONS U EVENING
S

NAME
ADDRES.S.

•

Akron,in its second season
as an OVC school, was a distant fourth in the poll with 39
points, followed by
Morehead State 31, Middle
Tennessee State 29, Austin
Peay 23, Youngstown State
18,and Tennessee Tech 14.
The all OVC pre-season

team will be announced next
week, a league spokesman
said.
OVC coaches have a poor
track record in picking the
league champion. Only once
in the last five years have
they selected the eventual
winner of the league race.

WINTER WON'T
WAIT, AND
NEITHER
SHOULD YOU.

0% DISCOUNT

• Aluminum Swing-up
and In-Pool Ladders
• Advanced over-the-wall
• Skimmer Cartridge
• Filtration Unit

MAIL COUPON•OR TELEPHONE
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Sports,
Briefly

Weatherize now. Compared to a home with_ no
insulation, one that is fully weatherized and
insulated can reduce heating costs by half.
Install adequate insulation and storm windows.
Then add caulk and weatherstripping around
,doors and windows for protection from the cold.
You'll save in lower energy costs.

Dimension —16'x31'• Swim Aria-15' x24'
x4'
DIAL DMZ= WITH TIES FACTORY
ELIMINATE SALISMANS COMMISSION
HOMEOWNERS ONLY
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY

got a good night's sleep the
night before. It worked as he
smashed the Ecuadorian 6-2,
6-1.
"It's a good tournament. I
play well here," Purcell added.
Purcell has an engaging
personality on the court. He
attracts fans and keeps them
cheering for him through the
mate!..
He loves the warmth he
drawsfrom the crowd.
"I wish I was a rock star. I
wish I was a tennis star, in
fact, but right now I'm just a
tennis pro," he said.
He laughed when he recalled the crowds of young girls Je
flocking after him on tours in
Japan.
TENNIS PRO — Local tennis "They love blond hair.
pro Mel Purcell finally They pluck at it," he said.
71,
defeated an arch-rival, Eliot "I wish they were older
Telscher, after a 10-year than 14 or 15, though. The
younger ones just don't5
drought.
make it," Purcell said.
9t:
He fell the next day,
"If I can just play good
however, to Ricado Ycaza, tennis...be liked...that's
all I
after staying up late into the want," Purcell said.
'
victory night calling his
Purcell and his doulbes
friends around the country.
partner, Vince Van Patten,
He decided that this year advanced in
doubles play by
was going to be different. defeating the
team of
Again he played Ycaza, this Delaney and
Drewet, 7-5, 3-8,
time in the second round, but 6-3.

OVC Coaches Vote EKU Number One

district. You'd be crazy to invite a team like Mayfield into your district because
they're going to beat you
sometimes."
The Board of Controls
refused to act on the issue
Friday, with newly elected
KHSAA president J.D. Minnehan of LaGrange, Ky.,
recommending the move to
the basketball committee for
further discussion. A decision will be announced prior
to the fall meeting which was
set for October.

COMPLETELY INSTALLED

• Guaranteed service
• Financing available
• No down payment

Purcell Defeats Arch-Rival I
After 10-Years Of Waiting
1

WASHINGTON (AP) — It between games, I bumped
took Mel Purcell 10 years but into him hard. He looked at
he finally did it.
me as if to say 'Hey, what's
Purcell, a 21-year-old from going on?'"Purcell explainMurray, Ky., finally beat ed. "I was so mad I just
rival Eliot Teltscher in a pro- wanted to beat him."
fessional tennis match. He Purcell added that since
turned the trick Friday 2-6, the bumping incident the two
6-4, 6-3 in the third round have become fast friends on
match at the $200,000 the tennis tour.
Washington Star Interna- Playing on a damp Friday
tional Tennis Championship. afternoon in the Washington
"Boy, it was sweet. It's Star meet, Purcell fell
Sir
time. I've lost to him behind and lost the first set,
about
By JIM RECTOR
five times," Purcell said.
winning only two games.
Sports Editor
It feels good to finally win, That old losing feeling
he said with a wide grin.
began to come on but
By beating Teltscher, the Purcell, who has won a
tournament's No. 7 seed, number of tough matches
at
Purcell advanced to the the Washington, D.C. tournachampionship's quarter- ment before, dug into
his
finals.
reserves.
The Purcell-Teltscher
"I told myself after that
rivalry goes back to when first set, 'I'm going
to beat
they were both 13 and play- you,Teltscher.'"
ing in juniors matches
Picking up energy from
around the country. Purcell some vocal members
of the
won the first match between capacity crowd, the blond
the two, but hasn't won Kentuckian started to fight
since.
back.
Purcell's desire to win
Purcell admits that the
through the years has caus- Washington Star tournament
ed sparks to fly' between the has been good to him. Last
two more than once.
year, he won a dramatic
"When we were playing upset victory over the meet's
REMAINING NUETRAL — Murray High School principal
once, we almost got into a fourth seed, Eddie Dibbs,
W.A. Franklin says MHS prefers to remain nuetral on the fight.
When I passed him during the third round.
issue of Mayfield High School's bas
.
yetball program
joining District Four.

Warehouse $888
Clea
rance

Miirray Ledger & Times
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• Huge 4 lop Rails
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalks
• Exclusive Lock Frame
construction

PA

4

Lief Prise
10% Mimeo
SAM PRKI

9764.06
176.641
11733.60

Come in and help us celebrate VW's Silver Anniversary
with unheard of savings through August 4, 1981.
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One Quarter Of Season Gone,
MLPA To Try Different Tactics
By LARRY SIDDONS
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — As
the baseball strike moved into its 44th today day with a
quarter of the season wiped
out, the Major League
Players Association announced that its executive
board would meet Monday in
Chicago to discuss a way to
end the walkout.
The board of the 26 player
representatives will be asked to approve a series of
regional meetings in which

The other alternative is
direct compensation, which
the players have rejected.
But the pool plan also says
clubs signing premium free
Details of an owners' proagents would have to conposal rejected by the
tribute four more players to
players' negotiators were
the pool than non-signing
released by the Player Relaclubs. Signing clubs could
tions Committee, manageprotect only Mei} best 24
ment's bargaining arm. ft
players, while non-signing
provides for clubs losing fres
clubs could protect their best
agents ranked among the top
28. Up to five clubs would be
20 percent in statistics from
allowed to take themselves
the previous two seasons to
out of the pool by declaring
select professional compenthat they would not sign
sation from a pool of talent,
ranking free agents for three
as the union has demanded.
years.
Ray Grebey, the owners'
chief bargainer, said the
owners proposed a maxSOFTBALL CHAMPS — Sporting a 7.1 record, the NA TS girls softball team capimum of eight ranking
tured the league's lower division title. Playing for the champions this year are
players requiring pro com(front row from left) Heather Heagood, Cynthia Garland, Mary Ann Todd,
Jada
pensation in this year's reCoker, Dina Farzi, Jennifer Magary,(second row from left) Mesh Hokomb,
Cindy
entry draft, with 10-player
Spann, Stephanie Lucas, Lisa Rexroat, Juke Bazzell, Connie Ross, Jennifer
limits in each of the next two
Hamilton,(coaches, from left) Tom Holcomb and Frank Fazi. Not pictured
are
years. There would be no
Alison Burton, Lisa Martin and Vickie Woods.
carryover for unused selections, he said.
"When you consider this
limited area, balanced
against all of the other
benefits, such as salaries,
expense allowances, pension
and health benefits plus the
fact that, except for this one
small issue, the entire free
LOULSVILLE,Ky.(AP) — School in London and SaturCounty High School; Eddie
agency system remains un- A team of high
school day, Aug. I at 8 p.m.(CDT) Norris, Paducah Tilghman
changed, it is hard to see basketball players from
at Paducah Tilghman High High School; Mark Cline,
how a strike which no one across Kentucky has
been School in Paducah.
South Williamson, Kentucky
wanted can be continued," selected to represent
the
The Thorobreds will be — Williamson High School,
Grebey said.
Amateur Athletic Union in a playing a team of former col- William
son, W.Va.; and
- But Fehr said the pool national tournament Aug.
4-8 legiate players, including Todd May, Virgie High
"doesn't hurt the player's on the campus of
Brigham former University of Ken- School.
bargaining power. The Young University in
Provo, tucky stars Jimmy Dan ConFollowing Saturday's exowners' plan does. It sets up Utah.
ner, Louie Dampier, Jim An- hibition game, the team will
a situation where,as a direct - The alaysrs, who all
have drews, Ronnie Lyons and report to the University of
consequence, you lose your at least one year of
high Larry Stamper,G.J. Smith. Louisville Belknap campus
25th best player every time, school eligibility
remaining, The Thorobreds' roster in- for practices beginning
and you run the risk of losing are called the
Kentucky cludes: Winston Bennett and Tuesday night.
your 29th best too."
Thorobreds. The team has Steve Sergeant, Louisville
MONEY TALKS
been practicing this week at Male High School; Brett
PONTE VEDRA, Fla.
Morehead State University Burrow, North Hardin
High (AP) — Curtis and Allan
in Morehead,Ky.
School; Joe Karr, Laurel Strange
are identical twins
Coached by Charles Moore County High School; Quick
playing the professional golf
and Mike Hash of Louisville Glass, Todd.County
Central circuit but with somewhat
Iriquois High School, the High School; Keith
Berry, different results.
team will play exhibition Lexington Bryan
Station
lost the feel," said Daniel.
Curtis is one of the big
Jerilyn Britz and Shelley games Friday at 8 p.m. High
School; James guns of golf who has earned
"But I'll take a 74 today, it Hamlin,one shot off the lead (EDT) at
Magoffm County _Johnson, Union County High
could have been worse. I'm after the opening round, fell High
School in Salyersville—ichool; Kip Hagan, Lex- more than a half million
still one-under-par, and I feel apart. Britt had an 81 Friday on Saturda
y at 8 p.m.(EDT)iington Henry Clay High dollars in the past four
good where lam."
years. Allan is still a strugglfor a 151 total, and Hamlin at Laurel County High
School; Jim Griffin, Oldham
Daniel is bracketed at 143 shst 75for 145.
ing rookie.
with Marlene Floyd and
Veteran JoAnne Carrier
Debbie Massey. Floyd had a had a 71 for 144 to remain at
72 to go with an opening 71, even par,still in contention.
as did Massey, but Floyd's
Donna Caponi, winner of
second round was filled with four events this year, had a
excitement.
74 for 145, and Nancy LopezFloyd took a triple bogey 8 Melton, the tour's leading
on the second hole and finish- money winner but hampered
ed the round by chipping in by a sore shoulder, had a 73
for an eagle 3on No.18.
for a 148.

members of the negotiating sides back to bargain, with
Wednesday a likely day.
team could brief as many
"There is nothing more
players as possible on the firmed up," Pat Campbell, a
course of the strike, said spokeswoman for Moffett,
Donald Fehr, the union's said Friday. "He hopes they
chief counsel.
have a good trip."
It was unclear how a tour
might affect the schedule for
The players are striking
resuming
negotiations, over clubowners' attempts
which broke off Thursday to cut back the amount of
after four days in freedom allowed free agent
Washington.
players. Free agents are
Federal mediator Kenneth allowed to put their services
Moffett had said he would up for sale to the highest bidwait until after the executive der once their contract has
board meeting to call the two expired. The owners want

AAU Selects Kentucky
Team For Tournament
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"Once upon a time there was a game called 'Baseball'..."

U.S. Women's Open Golf

Whitworth Shares Lead With Birdie End
LA GRANGE, Ill. (AP) —
Kathy Whitworth put on a
blazing birdie-birdie finish
and unheralded Bonnie
Lauer shot a course-tying
record 5-under-par 67 Friday
to share the second-round
lead in the 29th USGA
Women's Open golf championship.
Whitworth, a 41-year-old
veteran with 81 tour victories still seeking her first
U.S. Open title, opened the
round in a first-place tie with
Beth Daniel after the two
shot 69s Thursday.
But before Whitworth, who
needs 11,031 to become golfs
first woman millionaire,
reached the first tee, Lauer,
an early starter who had
matched par in the first
round, had posted a 33-34-67

for a 36-hole total of 139, 5under-par.
Lauer, 30, had eight birdies and three bogeys in her
round. She was the national
collegiate champion out of
Michigan State in 1973, and
her only tour victory was in
the Patty Berg Classic in
1977.
Whitworth went out in 37,
falling four shots off the lead
with a bogey Son No.11, and
came back with a 33 for a 2under-par 70 and a 139 total.
"I wasn't thinking birdiebirdie on the last two holes,
but I felt I had a chance to
birdie the 18th," said Whitworth, who needs one more
tour triumph to match the
record 82 held by Mickey
Wright.
She put a 5-iron 20 feet

from the pin on No.17 and
dropped the putt. On the par5 18th,she was in front of the
green with her second shot,
chipped to within five feet
and holed out.
Whitworth never has led in
an Open and said,"I'd be abnormal if I didn't feel the
pressure the next two days."
Lauer attributed her
brilliant round to excellent
paling. Her score tied the
competitive course record of
67 set by Bonnie Bryant in
1974, when the US.Open was
played over the 6,204-yard
La Grange Country Club
course.
Daniel shot a 74 for a tworound total of 143 to fall four
shots behind the leaders. She
blamed it on poor puttting.
"I three-putted twice, I
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BEL AIR CENTER
MURRAY

INCREDIBLE LUNCH
ONLY $2.99
Mini Pizza • Salad Bar_f_Soft Drink
Godfather's Pizza has a real deal
for katch. Our incredible 6" Mini
Pizza,a trip to our salad ber,and
a soft drink all for $2.99. If you
think one of our mini pizzas isn't
enough for lunch, you've never
had a Godfather's Pizza.

Glidfather'sPizza®

753-002
4141 Control

hoppig Cti.Marrow.Ky.

A WOOD HEATER...

Auburn Swimmer
Named SEC's Best

MONTGOMERY, Ala. mation directors of each
(AP) — Auburn swimmer SEC school and the sports
Ambrose "Rowdy" Gaines, directors of each TV station.
the 1981 recipient of the
The 20 voters cast their
Southeastern Conference ballots Thursday night after
athlete of the year award, watching films of the
says he may try out for the nominees.
1984 U.S. Olympic swimming
Other nominees from SEC
team.
schools included Alabama
Gaines, who holds two defensive end E.J. Junior,
world swimming records, Florida wide receiver Cris
says he's eager for the Collingsworth, Kentucky
challenge, but hasn't made wrestler Rick Dellagatta,
any definite plans.
LSU basketball forward
"I'll just have to wait and Durand Macklin, Mississippi
see," he said. "I've been basketball forward Elston
working my tail off for four Turner, Mississippi State
years and I need a break."
wide receiver Mardye
- The athlete of the year McDole, Tennessee offenaward was made at a Friday sive lineman Tim Irwin and
night banquet.
Vanderbilt basketball guard
"I feel kind of guilty after Mike Rhodes.
watching Herschel (Walker)
on film," Gaines said in accepting the award.
"I swear I was just getting
ready to shake his hand. I'm
glad I got it this year
because Herschel's got for
the next three."
Walker, a freshman runnEL/CHART LAKE, Wis.
ing back, aided the Georgia (AP) — Danny Sullivan of
Bulldogs in their successful Louisville, Ky., posted the
bid for the national cham- best speed Friday during the
pionship at the Sugar Bowl first session of time trials for
this year. He was considered U e the 180-mile Can-Am
a strong contender for the challenge cup auto race Sunhonor.
day at Road America.
Gaines holds world's
Sullivan, 30, a protege of
records.in 100-and 200 meter former world driving chamfreestyle. The Auburn swim- pion Mario Andretti, posted
mer also is a 22-time NCAA an average speed of 117.559
All-American swimmer, mph in driving a Lola owned
five-time NCAA champion by Gravin Brown around the
and three-time NCAA relay twisting, hilly four-mile
champion.
course in 2 minutes, 2.45
He made the Olympic seconds.
swimming team in 1980, but
Three-time Indianapolis
did not compete after the 500 riinner Al Unser had the
American team was pulled next best performance time
from the competition.
in a Budweiser Mardi 817
- The award for top perfor- owned by actor Paul
mance in the 1960-81 school 'Newman at a time of 2
year is sponsored by 10 minutes, 2.923 seconds.
television stations, one from Unser had.. just returned
the area of each SEC school. from Michigan where he was
The winner is picked in preparing for Saturday's
balloting by the sports infor- Michigan 500 Indy car race.

Sullivan Posts
Best Speed in
Can-Am Trials

••••••••••••••
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SOMEBIG SAVINGS
Gardening is rewarding summer work - and a good
investment. Putting in a wood heater this summer
could be a better investment.
By acting now, you can get our wood heater survey
while there's no rush, and you can also find out about
our loans for heaters.
Best of all, you can lay the groundwork for reaping
big savings next winter with a wood heater. Electric
heating savings can range from 40 to 65 percent. And
those kinds of savings aren't small potatoes.
Cal us today about our Wood Heater Program. •

Murray Electric
7.1Ysteti„,,
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Denmark Amusement

111111

buildings and vehicles,
either according to their III1apnations or to pictures provided with the blocks.
Godtfred Kirk Christiansen, son of the founder of
Lego Systems Inc., made the
first Lego plastic brick in
1963. By the late 1970s, more
than five billion were being
produced annually, 98 percent for export.
He came up with the idea
for Legoland by watching
the reactions of visitors to
the Billund factory's model
development rooms.
Holger
Henriksen,
Legoland's marketing
manager, said the 16
designers of the amusement
park's constructions "work
just like children playing
with Lego bricks."
Legoland's replicas of actual or fancied towns, in 314
acres called tYliniland, share
the park with copies of
monuments much closer to
actual size.

THE ACES®IRA
"Man is made to create,
from the poet to the potter "
- Benjamin Disraeli
Declarer must use imagination to make today's challenging game. Playing
routinely will not do, counting probable winners rates
to lead the way.
Dummy's diamond ace
won and declarer took his
two high trumps. Next came
ace and another club and
West won the 10 and cashed
his high trump. Another diamond forced South to ruff
and when clubs failed to
split 3-3. declarer was
forced to concede one down.
Declarer would has7e
made his game had clubs
been divided 3-3. However,
this is only a 36 per cent
chance A better plan is to
forget about club winners
and count small trump
winners instead.
After winning dummy's
diamond ace, declarer
should ruff a diamond and
play his ace and king of
trumps. A heart is led to
dummy's 10 and another
diamond is ruffed with
another low trump. Declarer's heart jack is overtaken
by dummy's heart queen
and dummy's last diamond
is ruffed with declarer's last
trump.
West can overrruff if he
wishes but declarer will
make his game anyway
(dummy will be high except
for two club losers). And if
West discards, dummy can

G. CORN, JR.

NORTH
•9 6 2
•A Q 10
•A 7 4 3
•A 5 4
WEST
•Q J 7
•8 6 3
•J 10 9
•K Q 10 6

7-25-A

EAST
•10 8
•7 5 4 2
•K Q 8 6 5
•9 8

SOUTH
•A K 5 4 3
•K J 9
•2
•J 7 3 2
Vulnerable Both
South The bidding

Dealer

South
•
I
34.
4•

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
2 NT
3•
Pass

Opening lead Diamond jack

two aces to bring
declarer's totalto 10 tricks.

cash

Bid with Corn
South holds

7-25-B

4A K 5 4 3
•K J 9
•2
4J 7 3 2
Sega North
i•
1 NT
240
2 NT
ANSWER: Pass. North has a
maximum one no trump
response but with this minimum opening, there should
be little chance to score a
game.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
PO Box 12363 Dallas. Texas 75225.
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

THIS BUTTERFLY LANDED
ON MY NOSE SEE,AND
THEN IT TURNED INTO
AN ANGEL...

IT WAS
A MIRACLE
SNOOPY

WHAT'S WRONG?)
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Various chdeches in the masses at 6:30 pin, today
Jeremy White, Mike
area have announced ser- and at 8 and 1 1 a.m. and 4 : 30 nie Hays.
Wilkins, and Chris and Mike
Family
The
Bible
School
vices, meetings, and events p.m. on Sunday, July 26, at
Young.
Councilors were
Sunday, July 26, at
at the churches.
the St. Leo's Catholic Chur- will start
p.m. Sessions will be held Milton Gresham, L. D.
6
ch.
at 7 p.m. Monday through Cathey, Margaret Wilkins,
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Paul Kurz will be the
Gayle Adams, and Connie
Bat- minister of communion for Thursday.
"Life's Hidden
White.
Bible
held
classes
be
will
tlefield" with scripture from the 11 a.m. mass on Sunday.
The pastor, the Rev. Dr.
9:30a.m.
at
Sunday.
Ephesians 6:16-18 will be the Pallie Kurz will beb the lecJerrell White, will speak on
subject of the sermon by the tor.
"Wisdom Versus TemptaGRACE BAPTIST
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos at
A nursery for 2 to 6 year
tion" with scripture from
Grace
The
Baptist
Church
the 10:45 a.m. services on olds will be available for the
Proverbs 5:1-23 at the 10:50
hear
will
pastor,
the
the
Rev.
Sunday, July 26, at the First 11 a.m. mass on Sunday.
a.m. services on Sunday.
Burpoe,
J.
speak
R.
the
at
Christian Church.
Weekday masses will be at 10:45 a.m.
and 5:30 p.m. ser- Guy Cunningham will serve
The Chancel Choir, 6:15 a.m. on Monday, 5 p.m.
as deacon of the week.
vices on Sunday, July 26.
directed by Milrgaret Boone on Tuesday, 4:30 p.m. on
The Sanctuary CAsoir,
Leland Peeler will direct
with Maxine Clark as Wednesday, 10 a.m. on
the choir as they sing "How directed by Milton Gresham
organist, will sing the an- Thursday, and 2 p.m. on FriLong Has It Been" at the with Margaret and Michael
them,"I Have Only One Life day.
morning hour. Dwane Jones Wilkins as accompanists,
To Live."
will be organist and Terry will present special music.
A service of dedication will
7TH & POPLAR
Church Teaching with
Downey will be pianist. The
be for William Joseph
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Youth Choir will sing at the Ralph Bogard as director
Jenkin, son of Alice and Will
Danny Cleaver will be the
will be at 9:40 a.m., and
evening hour.
Jenkin.
speaker at the 8:30 and 10:40
Church Training with Glenn
workers
Nursery
will
be
Assisting in the service: a.m. and 6 p.m. services on
Hale as director will be at 6
will be Russ Moore, Leah Sunday, July 26, at the Carolyn Caldwell, Mrs. p.m.
Underhill,
Delbert
and
Nell
Hart, Bailey Gore, Gene Seventh and Poplar Church
Landolt, Fred Wells, Jack of Christ while John Dale is Evans. For bus information,
FIRST BAPTIST
persons may call Don Hale
Gibbs, Betty Gore, George speaking at a meeting at the
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whitat 753-3063.
Landoll, Ann McKeel, Mrs. Spring Creek Church in
Sunday School with Dan taker will speak on
A. B. Austin, Mr. and Mrs. Graves County.
Billington as superintendent "Stephen's Vision" with
Jim Boone, and Corinne
Assisting in the services will
scripture from Acts 7:5460
be at 9:45 a.m.
McNutt.
will be Johnny Bohannon,
at the 10:45 a.m. services on
The flowers on the commu- Jerry Bolls, Mike Thomas,
Sunday, July 26, at the First
MEMORIAL
nion table will be in memory Billy Nix, Jim Shultz, Earl
Baptist Church. Kenneth
BAPTIST
of Albert W. Nichy, Sr., by Nanny, Robert Johnson,
Carson will be the deacon of
The
Youth
Mission
Tour
his wife, Jean.
Paul Ragsdale, Max Farley, Group will present
week.
the
the proSunday School will be at Ron McNutt, Steve Dublin,
David Travis who has
gram and a report on its mis9:30 a.m.
Sam Parker, Fred Douglas, sion
work project in returned from a Crusade in
Gene Roberts, Terry Gulfport,
Miss., at the 7 p.m. Trinidad, West Indies, will
FIRST UNITED
McDougal, Lenith Rogers, services
on Sunday, July 26, give his testimony. Wayne
METHODIST
Wayne Wilson, and Jim at
the Memorial Baptist Halley will direct the music
The guest speaker at the Wilson.
with Joan Bowker as
Church.
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services
The teen nursery helper
Youth' 'making the trip organist and Vicki Sorrow as
on Sunday, July 26, at the will be Rhonda Manners and
were Angel Adams, Wayne pianist.
First United Methodist the special class helper will
The 7 p.m. program will
and Kelly Cathey, Canune
Church will be the Rev. Dr. be Kay Farley. Serving on
Covey, Trevor Mathis, include a concert by the
Walter E. Migchke, Sr., of the Extension Department
Sherry Meadows, Cary Paducah First Baptist
Memphis, Tenn., former will be Emmanuel Manners
Miller,. Robbie Perrin, Church Choir and Orchestra.
pastor of the church and and Gary Rowland.
father of the present pastor.
Bible study will be held
"The Holy Sptrit, 9:45 a.m. Sunday.
Presence of God" with scripture from Acts 10 will be the
UNIVERSITY
subject of the guest
CHURCH OF CHRIST
preacher.
Bruce Logue will speak on
Frames Drake
At the 8:45 a.m. service "The Joy of Being A ChrisAmy Jarman will sing a solo, tian" with scripture from I
FOR MONDAY,JULY V.1981
"My Jesus Is My Lasting Peter 1:3-9 at the 10:30 a.m.
Whet kind of day will tomor- moneymaking ideas are
Joy."
services on Sunday, July 26,
The Chancel Choir, at the University Church of row be? To find out what the workable. A close relative's
stars say, read the forecast behavior may perplex you.
directed by Paul Shahan Christ.
LIBRA
given for your birth Sign.
with Bea Farrell as organist,
Assisting in the services
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 72)
will sing the anthem, "The will be Ernie Bailey, Larry ARLES
Business luncheons are
Earth Is The Lord's," at the Wright, Jack Wilson, Sher- (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 41°
014 favored. Afternoon favors imImportant talks with loved portant meetings and discuslater service. Eleanor rill Gargus, J. T. Page, Keith
Diuguid will be soloist for the Hays, Gary Taylor, John ones center on investments sions. Later, others prove to
anthem.
Misner, Kim Wallis, Max and security. Deceptive be not quite aboveboard.
Church School will be held Cleaver, Barry Grogan, Bob trends are likely to prevail SCORPIO
later. Be skeptical!
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) in'AV
.
at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday.
Bazzell, Vernon Gantt, Bob- TAURUS
Meet with financial adby Martin, B. J. McMichael, (Apr. 20 to May 20)
visers. Be closemouthed about
ST. LEO'S
Increased work output leads important business matters.
and Kennie Colson.
CATHOLIC
Nursery supervisors will to financial gain. In the even- Safeguard possessions after
The Rev. Martin Mattingly be Shirley Nix, Joann Sim- ing, steer clear of dubious dark. Be security-minded.
.
iraget
will be the celebrant at the mons, Amy Doran, and Von- financial schemes proposed SAGITTARIUS
by others.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) "
You'll make an important
GEMINI
decision
with a close tie about
I THOUEAT YOU'DIll
ea
UP UNTIL THEN
(May 21 toJune 20)
joint assets. Social life locks
E3E. INTERESTED
You'll make a good impres- promising. Don't
I LAS INTERESTED
be evasive
BECAUSE YOU
sion on others now. However, about plans.
HAVE SUCH
you may tend to be too gullible CAPRICORN
towards evening. Don't trust (Dec.22 toJan.
A E3l6 NOSE
19) 3
4
strangers.
Career matters improve
CANCER
now, but don't take everyone
(June 21 to July 22)
into your confidence, especialThe health of others may be ly after dark. Higher-ups
are
a concern now. Revised plans supportive.
1
1111
141
M
16about family affairs should AQUARIUS
work out well. Let reason (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
prevail over sentiment.
THAT BALL \
Children are amenable to
LEO
OF BUBBLE GUM t);'
,
your suggestions. Make plans
(July 22 to Aug.22)
for travel. Friends may be difJUST PAID 10t FOR
A friend confides in you. ficult to figure out towards
Speak out at club meetings.
nightfall.
Let others know where you PISCES
stand. Be realistic in all that (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
affects romance.
Home entertainments are
VIRGO
favored. Shared mental
(Aug. 23 toSept. 22) WO'Si. terests add to romantic inrapBusiness contacts provide port. Don't take
things
for
valuable advice. New granted about a career
move.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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6. Help Wanted

NEW CONCEPT. DAY CARE
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS. Call
753-1249 or 153-1566
after 5:00 P.M. for details
and rates.

IAL
A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away FREIwith the purchase of
any boot or shoe.
VUNSNS
=sums
STORE
Olywok Sewing Center Op../11 eats,p.m.

First anniversary Open
House, Apple Tree School,
1503 Stadium View Drive.
Sunday, July 26, 1981.
from 200 to A:00 P.M.
153-9356.
•Mattes end
custom
10 frames
are
mode
especially for you

Carter Studio

I

300 Mein

ROUNION
!

too.

4
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Joint
4 Contends
with
9 Vigor Col.
12 Time period
13 Winged
14 Southwestern Indian
15 Hold back
17 Musical
dramas
19 Free of
20 Breaks
suddenly
21 Sacred
Image
23- Paso
24 Clayey earth
27 Presidential
nickname
28 Bound
30 Ship's •
complement
31 Article
32 Suliy
34 Odin's
brother
35 Indian weight
37 Ferber
38 Furniture
article
39 Poetry muse
41 Latin
conjunction
42 Eat
43 Lowest point
45 "Diamond
-"
41 Pier- II cut
lumber
46 Passageways
51 Table scrap
52 African
&Mame
54 Cline
55 Insect
56 Takes live

57 Attempt
Answer I. Friday's Puzzle
DOWN
1 Pronoun
2 Anger
3 Sponsor
4 One of 52
5 Ancient
6 Dad
7 Short jacket
8 Flower part
9 Ship's clerk
10 Greek letter
11 Footlike part
16 Be M
18 Time period
20 Slim
21 Angry
22 Gift giver
23 Dublin's land
25 Number
26 Scandinavian
28 Tantalum
symbol
29 Force
32 Turkic

C1121OCIE A13121
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MED 12131010
01:313E112 UUCICII3U0
DOW MCCOU HOU
CUD SNARU EILIC1
tribesman
33 A continent
abbr
36 woolly
38 Written order
40 More unusual
42 Underworld
ficid

44 Small island
45 Covers
46 Mr Newhart
17 Native metal
18 Soldier insect
19 Pitcher part
50Messy place
53 Conjunction

MEI ill MN dial
1111111111 B11111111•111
111111111111111111111
11111111 MENU
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Roger Hudson now nas a
good selection of concrete
pottery in stock Call
753-4545 or come by and
see 10 miles East on Hwy
94
•
•
Complete Engine
Tune Up 4-6-8 Cyl. •
$35.00
•
ECONOMY TIRE •
•
&SERVICE
•
753-8500

Needed a baby sitter for a
teacher starting Aug 20th
Call between 5 - 8 pm
759-1831
Need part time baby sitter
for infant in my home. Call
759-4486.
RN wanted basic medical
and surgical care. Competitive salary, good benefits.
Apply, Marshal County
Hospital, Benton, KY.
Someone to live in home
and care for elderly man.
Call 1-901-247-5443 or
1-901-247-3372 after 5
p.m.
Wanted sifter in my home
for 2 children, 730 - 330.
Monday thru Friday To
begin August 19th. Call
753-0372

Will the party who phoned
about a possible trade of 40
acres of lake property for a
3 bedroom house in town.
Please call 753-7508
WANT TO
BUY
Poker Table. Call
431-2698 after 8,
ask for DavidCharlie Brown Play School,
1617 W Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly. $1.00. Call
753-7359.

PECIAL
THIS WEEK
Studies 380 9/A
Autesede Neel

$193.00
Gehl &
Silver
Pawn Sloop
*pen

SkillIABS Or. e.m.Is Spa.
753.7113

S. Lost & Found
Lost 12 week old English
Setter puppy, black and
white spotted.. Near East
Calloway Elementry school.
Reward. 753-0462.
Lost: Male black Labrador,
9 months old. Answers to
name "Freed". Lost in
vicinity of 15th and Main.
Reward offered, call 7536930.
Reward for tan quilted
nylon ladies bag, contaim
wallet, books. Call 753
0211.

6. Help Wanted
ATTENTION
Demonstrators needed to
show toys and gifts. Home
party plait -until December.
Work four own hours free
kit. House of Lloyd. Call
(502)759-4807
Experienced clean-up man.
Call 753-3804 or apply in
person. Alexander's Clean
Up Shop. Diugiud Dr •
Murray, KY.
General news reporter.
must have lournalist training and
background
knowledge of all high
school sports and camera
equipment. Call 1-5273162.
Help Wanted Apply in
person at Druthers Restaurant 507 N 12th Murray_
Looking for someone to care
Ior 3 month old baby in my
home Monday thru Friday
Call 753-8382.
Needed. experienced Clean
Upman Call 753-1840.
OMEMAKERS!! lam es
ra cash! Work your own
MIRRI-MAr
ours.
reds several dealers in
your area to offer our
fine of toys, gifts and
home decor items on
he party plan. High
ommissions. No in.
estment, derwering or
°netting. Car 'Ind
gee needed. Aisig
big parties. Cal tel

[t

24
Aso

clur
hari
Of c
12'
$35
85
mot
Kaw
Z-1.

HELP WANTED
Night shift cooks,
experienced prefered. Apply in person
JERRY'S
RESTAURANT
South 12th St.

Cm
new
ind

9. Situation Wanted

rick
you

Wanted: Signs to paint;
reasonable rates. For more
information, call 437-4983.
Will do labor work. $3.50
per hour. Call 431-4372.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.

12. Insurance
PAFA INSURANC CO.

-An

4{4g

TN EY'VE GOT
WOW.1 WERE
ARE YOU GONG, \MACBETH'.AT
TNE NEW
5ARGE
4,1NNER
THEATER

MEM

1111111 "I, 1 I 1 :g

Park Made Of Logos
An AP News Special
By WILLIAM C. MANN
Associated Press Writer
BILLUND,Denmark AP)
- The landmarks of the
world have come to Denmark. But instead of brick
and stone, the Danish imitations are made of plastic
Lego toys, the tiny building
materials of children the
world over.
ts. More than 25 million Lego
blocks, the same as those
found in toy stores, were used in building the landmarks
and constructions of
Legoland, an amusement
park on 12.5 acres of the
Danish mainland about 140
miles west of Copenhagen.
The only additions are
blocks of two extra colors,
sand and green.
Lego bricks, made of
bright plastic, are marketed
with four, sii, eight or more
knobs for interlocking. The
idea is to teach children
about spatial relations by
letting them construct

PA

JIM FAIN,
AGENT
414 So,411. St
klurrypy, Ky.. 42071
flue,01021 MOM
Ram I15 7534375
LWE,HEALTH,HOME

14. Want To Buy
Motor for a 1963. 700
series Ford truck. Call 4365812 after 6 pm.
Used furniture and appliances also yard sale leftovers
Call 435-4555.
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15. Articles For Sale
Fiat 128, 26,000 mi'es.
Hotpoint refrigerator: electric stove, 2 Elvis Presley
45 r.p.m.s: one glider
swing. also, C.B. antenna.
Call 436-2901.
New Remmington manual
cash register, very rare. Call
435-4579
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8- pitch. For 16- tar.
$1.99, or 20- bar. $8 99
Wallin Hardware
Sears pool table and
overhead light, beautiful,
$200 753-0543.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes. $23 99. Berry
screen or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris

16. Home
Furnishings
27 Cu Ft chest type freezer
and a 15 lb commerical Hot
Point deep fryer Call
753-4039.
Sale. Save on all ;new and
used furniture and appliances in stock. Cash and Carry
and save more Carraway
Furniture 105 N 3rd
753-1502.
Vinyl wall paper Buy-Out In
stock values to $13.95,
single roll. now $4.99
single roll, while it lasts.
The Sherwin Williams
Company.

19. Farm _Equipment
2 -960 Case combine. 622
Ford combine Call 43 /4723.
Super A Farmall ,tractor.
Plow, cultivators
hair,
mower. OK. and blade
Good tires new paint Call
after 7. 901-587-6521

2O Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced. no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky
Country Boy
Store. 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction Ky
164-117. Hours 8-5. Sundao
12-5,(502)885-5914

22. Musical

ee: 1400.553-9077, or
rite: MERP34k4AC, 101
Street,
ackson
,Iowa 52001.
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23. Exterminating

28. Mob. Home Rents

31. Rooms for Rent
Three bedroom Trailer, 34 Rooms for rent, one block
miles from Murray just off from University. Call 75394 East. For more informa- 1812 or 753-6933.
tion call 753-7506.
Trailer for rent. See 34. Houses For Rent
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer 3 Bedroom brick house,
Court.
fireplace, redwood deck.
Two bedroom trailer near and dishwasher, Lynnwood
Murray, no pets Call Estates. $250 per month
753-1222
Call
or
489-2611
1-405-321-8901.
29. Heating-Cooling
3 Bedroom house newly
24. Miscellaneous
27,000 BTU Admiral air- decorated, air-conditioners,
Ascending parachute in- conditioner, $200 753- garden spot No pets. Four
miles west of Murray, $225
cludes 200' tow rope and 7151
5
per month Call 753-4406
harness. Pull behind boat
We repair and clean or 435-4119
or car. $400 or best offer.
12' fiberglas sailboat, air-conditioners We also 4 miles south, $125 month,
$350.14 Glastron ski boat, buy used air-conditioners references and deposit
Dill's Electric, 753-9104
85 hp Evinrude low profile
required. Call 753-6753.
motor, nice, $1500, 30. Business Rental
Four bedroom. two baths,
Kawaski 900 motorcycle
lots of cabinets, heat
7-1, extra nice. Zennith
pump, near MSU. Call
MINI
v
1
d
eo
7535791 or 759-1074 or
cassette recorder, includes
Woreleoeso
753-2649.
8
x-movies
Days,
Storage Spots
House
partly furnished on
753-0153,
nights
For Rost
Ky lake $175 per month
753-3222.
plus deposit. Call
Camera. Nikon FM. Brand
753-6123.
new, zoom lens and access. Commerical building
in a
included 759-4945.
industrail area along Large house, near UniversFirewood for sale, $20 a Railrod ave. has 1400 sq ft ity. Has upstairs apartment
rick delivered. $15 a rick fenced in lot with gate. For that could be sublet. If
interested call 753-5810.
rent $150 per month. Lease
you haul. Call 437-4731.
Nice 6 room house, garage,
-Let's go fishing!" Red required. Call 753-9400.
on shady lot, quiet area.
32.
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
Apts. For Rent
Call 753-7862
from bed to box. Free cane 2 Bdrm. apart.
furnished or
poles. Rex's Worm Farm, unfurn. New carpet. Adults, Panorama Shores. Lake
front house, private boat
Rt. 6, Box 325 (Irvan Cobb no pets. Lease and
deposit
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071. required. Call 753-9208 at. ramp, tw bedroom, utility
room, garage, kitchen
Phone 436-5894.
4 p.m.
appliances furnished DePeaches for sale, $10 a Extra nice 2 bedroom
posit and references rebushel. Call 436-5427.
apartment. All kitchen _qutred. 436-2484.
Shop without loing shop- appliances,
plus
Three bedroom, newly
ping - The Amway Way. washer/dryer furnished. No
decorated, garden space.
Complete product line, fully pets. 753-0814.
double garage, furnished or
guarented. Call 753-7798.
Furnished extra nice large 3 unfurnished, air conditioT-bucket and frame, $140. room apartment. University ner, Call 753-5209 or
21,000 BTU air conditoner, couple or Graduate sthdent 753-2876
prefered. Heat, water fur$180. Call 759-1322.
nished. No pets or children. Three bedroom house near
26.PI-Radio
Private quiet, 753-1299 or Ky lake, completely fur753 3913.
nished. Includes washer
MALANG NE NI(Sr
Furnished one bedroom and dryer $200. Deposit
losathly payments)
Apartment in lake front required. 753-8964 after 5
tooted
Itoterms:
house with private boat pm.
Three eels, TV's.
ramp, Panorama Shores. Two Bedroom brick house
nsilorowavo
Two
Deposit and references near University. New inside,
rS.
ovens.
required. 436-2484.
married couples, no pets.
CLAYTONS
Garage apartment for rent, Available. 753-3942.
2 bedrooms, electric heat, Two bedroom small house,
753-7575
water furnished and lawn partly furnished, air conmowed. 753-57'33.
ditioned. $160 per month,
Pv1aranta 3600 preamp. Nice furnished one
ey
bed- water furnished. Call 489perfect, $200 753-0543
el
room apartment. Inquire at 2595.
18.
Varmit base linear, XL-150 100 S 13th Street.
Two-story, 4 bedroom, 2
with side band and A.M. Nice
furnished or un- bath home with full
with GTX 5000 base, with
at
basement. 207 S. 12th.
311• Turner desk mike. Good furnished apartment, no $350 per month.
Rechildren or pets. Call
condition, $150. Call 153- 753-6965
ferences and deposit. Call
after 8 pm.
6416 after 5 p.m.
Betty at 753-3882, days, or
S.
Apartments for rent, near
753-5643,
nights.
27.
Mobile
Homes
ii.
downtown Murray. 1539.
University
Professor has
For Sale 4109. or 436-2844.
lovely lake woods house for
1973, 12 x 70 Mobile One bedroom Apt, $80. Two rent. James Victor
436Home, 2 bedroom PI bath, bedroom Apt, $100 per 2451.
central heat and air, month. Stove refrigerator,
underpinning, partly fur- air conditioner, water 36. For Rent Or
$6000. Call 437- furnished. Lynn Grove. Call
in
For Lease
753-7874.
or
Extra
nice
3
bedroom
house
in
Two Bdrm. duplex in located in Murray, $495 per
28. Mobile Homes
ry
Westwood Subdivision. Dis- month. Security deposit
For Rent hwasher, stove, refrig.,
11
and 1 year lease required,
Completely furnished 2 disposal. Very energy ef- no pets. Call 436-2935
or
bdrm. mobile home 211 ficient. $250 month. Availa- 753-0839.
miles east of town. $110 ble Aug. 1st. Ph. 753-3742
For Lease: 2 Bdrm duplex
per month, deposit. Cole- or 305-792-5565.
apartments. Central heat/man Real Estate. 753-9898. Two bedroom
apartments in air, carpets. Man and wife,
?.r
Double wide 24x60, 3 attractive setting, carpeted, Of
lady teacher. Call
DI
bedroom. 2 bath, spacious central heat and air. 492-8850,
or 753-8067.
111
living and dining area. Gas kitchen appliances furappliances. New Concord nished, washer/dryer hook 38. Pets-Supplies
area. 436-2676.
up 753-7550. or 753-7559. AKC Boxer puppy, Male.
1Call 753-0347.
ry
RENT
FOR
AKC German Shepherd
iy
puppies 28 champions in 5
OPTION
WITH
BUY
TO
1.
generations. Also registered
FORMERLY SHIRLEY FLORIST
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
502-554-215
3.
GARDEN CENTER
Chocolate
Minature
Poodle,
SOON.4161St.
AKC registered. Female, 8
Will rent all, or part, as is. You remodel to suit,
weeks old. Call 436-2257.
suitable for one, two or three businesses, or an
Dog obedience classes are
apartment and business. Large parking' lot. Phone
fun for you and your dog. A
or write:
sport all ages can entoy.
Edgar Shirley
Discover the thrill of
207 Nebraska Ct,
knowing how your dog
really communicates. 436New Port Richey, Fla, 33552
2858.
Phone (813)848-051 9
Yorkshire Terriers,4 Two
males with papers $125
each. Call 753-8046.
41. Public Sale
Carport Sale. Clothes and
baby clothes. 1405 W.
Main, 8 til 4. Friday and
1008 Emery Lau
Saturday.
Mom,Kentucky 42071
Moving sale. TV Stereo, at502-753-0414
Member: Kentucky Pest Control
cleanout, garden plow.
some chickens and blocks
Assn., National Pet Control Assn.
left, plaster art molds, lots
more. Kirksey 489-2330.
Serving West Kentucky for over 25
YARD SALE
years. Now offering our services in
Tays, children Now-

41. Pubic Sale

Appralseb - Camellias - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-0831

'tire waiting to take care of any of

I

your *industrial; cothmercidl
residential pest control needs.

or

FREE ESTIMATES AND INSPECTION.
1 Cal dry or night 753-0414

REAL ESTATE
753-11010
"Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

513 BEALE STREET
This neat 2 bedroom
home, electric heat,
carpeted, kitchen appliances included.
Perfect for small
family- you can buy
this and pay less than
rent. Only 24,900. less
than replacement
cost.

INFLATION
FIGHTER
This 4 bedroom
home, offers convenient location, comfortable living and
affordable price.
First time on market
at 19500.

Pardon & Tharsam,
laserenco &
Real Estate
Santini& Court Sq.
Murray. Minteleky
733-4451

L

II)

753-1222
Homes FOR LIV111G
NEW
GATESBOROUGH
LISTING
Economical three
bedroom home only
three years old.
Home has been
maticulously maintained both inside
and out, has heat
pump heating and
cooling system,large
two car garage with
storage area and attractively priced at
only ;62,500. Phone
753-1222 Kopperu •
Realty for real service in Real Estate.
NEAR UNIVERSITY
Very attractive bric
home on quiet stree
near the University.
New heat pump
heating and cooling
system, fireplace in
den. extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offered in
the $40's Kopperud
Realty 711 Main
treet.
FOR STARTERS OR
RETIREMENT - No. 106.
Nice older home is close to
downtown,located on a good
street, small residential lot.
Nice shade trees in front.
House ha.s been completely
refinished within, features
storm doors and windows,
electric baseboard heat,
some insulation, carpeting,
window air conditioner, city
water Two bedrooms,
range in kitchen, bath and
living room Affordable at
W,500
Strout Realty
POI IK11.00014, troket
1.11)( ailwater
•v l(rwirrtiOr 42071

753411111

••

A

AND 15 ACRES
Located 5 miles west
of Murray on the Butterworth road this
choice tract has
tendable acres,
acres of woods and
picturesque ponds
a lovely setting.
pretty picture f
pleasant living at a
affordable price in
the mid $20's. Phone
753-1222 Kopperud
Realty for all
thedetails.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
with this private
acre fenced tract
near Ky Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and a stocked pond.
You can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat. Concrete block basement
with roof goes with
the property. A real
buy at only $12,500.
Phone any member
ff the Kopperud
ealty Home Team
t753-1Z22 for all the
etails. Price just
educed.
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K & K Stump Remoral. Dc
you need stumps removec
from your yard or lanc
cleared of stumps? We car
remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
MITCHEU. BLACKTOPPING
Commercial and residential Also patching, sealing,
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 753-1873. Jack
Glover.

Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair
Bob's
Refrigeration
Service
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
Housekeeping. yard w-ork.
sewing Have references
Call after 3 00 p m
436-2191
JOHN LANE'S'SEPTIC TANS
CLEANING_ 24 hour service;
also instaiation of septic
tanks and backhoe work
Call 752,-8669 or 436-5348
Johnson's Electric Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repo,ring 753-7203
Carpet Cleaning. Clean
odor free carpet. looks
better and lasts longer.
Don't settle for surface
cleaning Insist on steam
cleaning and get all the
dirt Call Jeff's Carpet
Cleaning Experienced. reliable 753-9826

MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, under- Need work on your trees?
pinning, roofing, installing Topping, pruning. shaping.
doors and windows. Also complete removal and
build porches and patios. more Call BOVErS TREE
1977 Chevrolet Chevette, 2 Call 753-6973. Free SERVICE for professional
door hatchback, 45,000 estimates! No Job too tree care. 753-8536.
actual miles, 4 speed Air, small!
Painting and Decorating.
new tires. nice., Call
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Interior
and Exterior. 10
753-9181 or 753-8124.
Kenmore,
, Whirlpool, years experience. I take the
19/I Mustang, ac, pb,AM Westinghouse
Fm Stereo, 8 cly. new.fires, independent . Experienced time to do the lob right
service. Bobby Call 759-1692
$3,200 Call 753-4376 Hopper,
753-4872.
-•
Professional paperhanging
before 2 pm.
.
Air-conditioners, • dryers, painting, farm buildings.
1979 Ford Courier, 4 washers, and
freezers top. sides. Commercial or
cylinder, excellent condi- repaired.
Call 759-1322
•nideritial. Call Tiernan
tion. Call 753-9915.
Farris, 759-1987.
1979 Mazda RX-7. Call 'Aluminum Service Co ,1°
Warning! Don't read this
753-6470 after 5 P.M.
aluminum and vinyl
unless you're in need of
siding, custom trim, roofing, carpentry, or
1980 Toyota, SR-5, air
elecwork. References Call
conditioned AMFM steno,
trical work New or repair.
Will Ed Bailey. 753excellent condition $5,650.
All guaranteed Call Joe.
Call 753-7276.
0689.
753-9226 for free estimate.
1981 Corvette, loaded with
Wet basement.> We make
extras. Call 759-1187 after Air-conditioning and Well wet basements dry, work
Pump Repair. Electrical
5 pm.
completely guarenteed. Call,
Work, New or Repair. Call
69 Nova Coupe,V-8 auto- 753-9856 or after 5 P.M. or write Morgan Construction Co.. Route 2. Box
matic. No rust, motor has 753-8526.
409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
cam and lifters, and four
barrel carberator. New vinyl All of your plumbing and or call day or night
air-conditioning needs. Also 1-442-7026.
top 753-8780.
do carpentry. painting. Will
haul driveway white
78 MGB, 24,000 miles. roofing, and concrete. All
rock and Ag lime, also have
$3800 753-5744.
work done to satisfaction any
type of brown or white
For Sale, Dune buggy, 753-9822.
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
factory tube frame, new Asphalt driveways and work. Call Roger Hudson.
tires and new motor. Call parking lots sealed by 753-4545 or 753-6763
753-6215 or 7538329 after Sears. For free estimates
Will sharpen hand saws and
5 pm.
call 753-2310.
skill saws. 753-4656.
50. Used Trucks
Concrete and block, brick Yard Mowing.
Most city lots
1976 chevy Cheyenne. NI work. SasementS, drive- $6.00 Also weeding Call
pickup, dual gas tanks, new ways, storm cellars. por- 753-3058 before 9 a.m
tires, looks new and drives ches. 20 years experience. 759-1675 after 2 p.m
153-5476.
new. Call 436-2713
56. Free
Drie ton grain truck. Call Dale Spenser's portable
Free. Special black cat
Sand blasting and painting.
1-382-2327
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626 with special needs Call
51. Campers
753-8096.
Electrical,
1977 Rockwood Popup painting, plumbing, and 57. Wanted
new and old.
camper. sleeps 8,Call Repairing
and emergency
753-9823 after 5 pm.
work Twenty years exWANTED
52. Boats and Motors perience, guaranteed. Free
Experienced neensger
15 foot Polar Kraft boat, 20 estimates. Call 753-9673
for Art. Parts. Seed
hp Johnson and trailer. Fence sales at Sears now.
resew to P.O. Box
Completely rigged with two Call Sears, 753-2310 for
1040G, Merrily, Kostrolling motors, 2 heavy free estimate for your
tacky
42071.
duty batteries, dept finder needs.
seats and carpet Call
489-2787.
1406W. Mein
753-5315

Take your pick close in or
far out-Hobby Farm close to
town with good 3 BR home,
concrete block garage.
several outbuildings, 300
ft. road frontage on major
highway.
OR
Working man's farm at the
end of county road
maintenance 3
home, 2
fireplaces, 8 stall stock
barn, 3600 stick tobacco
barn, one acre tabacco
base.(Attention Mrs. A. this
is the most remote farm in
the county.) Call Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724

NIT
AWN PARTS
else.sass..

AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover. 1531873.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR
15 years experience carpentry, Concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding, things
around the home. Free
estimates' No lob too small
Call days 474-2359 4742216 evenings

1979 CHEVME
four door
local, one owner

45. Farms For Sale

5 Room house with large
lot, outbuilding, fruit trees.
ill '\I t,1111
In Stella Call 753-3724
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
after 5 p m
Brick house in Coldwater.
3 bedroom. 2 bath, living
4)-v
room and den, 2 car garage.
Z
taaa
i
k
l
i
in large lot. $49.900 Call
753-2493 or 489-2145
753-1222
Brick house, 2 yrs old. 3
Homes FOR LIV1111G
bdrms., 2 baths, formal
dinning room, large den, 2
garage, concrete drive.
car
RESIDENCE
large patio: house has many
Approximately 4500
extras. Owner will consider
sq ft of living area in
financing, see at 1809
this 5 bedroom 3 bath
Wiswell Rd or call 753Georgian -.4.44 ome
0839 or 436-2935.
located w'.
city
By Owner 1505 Oak Drive.
and co,.
meet.
BV with 1400 plus sq ft.
Large
room
living area, fully carpeted, 3
with('
Ap, marble
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
firepla
Many exand family room combiriatras in quality and
tion, living room, utility.
design with all the
large bath, lots of
one
appurtances of a trustorage. Low 540's Call
ly luxurious family
753-9818. Must see to
home. Manicured
appreciate.
lawn with a variety
By owner. 2 Bedroom. 408
of flowering trees,
S.
8th St. Call 753-3371.
flowers and shrubs
For sale by owner, six room
cover 1/ acres. Cirbrick house. 2 bedrooms,
cular drive brick
garage. on corner lot,
walkway and patio
78x187'. In quiet reaccent this stunning
sidential neighborhood
setting.Contact KopWalking distance to shopperud Realty 753-1222
ping center. Call 753-1276
For full time Real
Estate Servieey.
New three bedroom, two
PRICE JUST
bath, built-ins. appliances
Mid 30's. Call 489-2670.
REDUCED
rwo story frame
47. Motorcycles
home with half base1976 Honda 1000, Gold 15
ment, recently
700
miles $1800 Call
redecorated
in759-4448
cluding a study.
1977 Harley Davidson,
carpet throughout.
Super Glide, 13000 miles
Located on quiet side
Excellent condition. Call
street.
Good
1-901-642-2777
possibilities as an investment property.
1977 Kawaski 100_ for sale
Mid $30's. Phone 753$115. Call 759-1866 ask for
Mark
1222 Kopperud Realty for real service i
48. Auto. Services
Real Estate..

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

1977 Yamaha, 400 CC,
good condition. Will take
$550 cash. Call 436-5420
after 5 pm.
1978 XS 400 Yamaha, low
mileage, extra nice. Call
753-4548 after 5 P.M.
1981 Yamaha Tri-Moto,
almost brand new, Call
753-4521 after 5 pm

1968 Chevelle Super Sport
283-wrecked,
Crager
wheels, hood tranMiSsion,
rear end parts $600 Call
753'3442.
1972 VW Super beetle Call
767-4442 after 4 pm.
1974 Vega GT Estate
wagon, air conditioner.
excellent condition. 4
speed great miles per
gallon $1.175 Call 4892595.
1976 Ford Torino. 2 door.
excellent condition. Call
492-8865

One lot for sale. 140 ft x
140 ft. Close to Kentucky
Lake. Call 753-8810.

46. Homes For Sale

47. Moto.cjcles

49. Used Cars

44. Lots For Sale

•

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Termites are oar specialty
Our trained`
courteous professionals

43. Real Estate

Figures Don't lie. $8.80 per
sq. ft. makes this 2500 sq.
It. house the best buy in
town. House is unfinished
so you can add your own
personal touches and
decorating ideas. See this -Hemmed In? The open
today. Call Spann Realty spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitAssociates, 753-7724.
chen, dining area, and living room practically One
Building lot, 1¼
huge room with beamed
ocres. Reduced for
cathedral ceiling and inquick sole. Owner
direct lighting. The 3
leaving town.
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
*seat Waldrop
3/4 baths. This home has an
Rad Estate
assumable loan...priced in
lads Jeffs
the low 40's. Call 753Cosier
1492 Offered by Century
759-1797
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting
BARGAINS
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic inlake front cottage.
cluded _convenient locaFour rooms and bath.
tion between Mayfield and
Located on main lake,
Murray. Take a look today.
deep water.
Offer by CENTURY 21.
Also
Loretta Jobs, Realtors 753Three bedroom home,
1492
carport and garage
located 10 miles
40--v
west, with or without
Pit
acreage. Make Offer.
S

Call 76341151=rine
awmammosaiMMIIMOIML

Murray and Calloway County.

43. Real Estate

Rain or Shine till everything is sold Sunlamp,
camping equipment antiques, tools and much more
Turn left at New Concord
grocery on to 444 Second
house on left
Two party yard sale. Good
clothes of all sizes, dishes,
pots and pans, pictures,
flowers, old watches, old
clock, few pieces of
furniture, Many other
items. Come and look
around. 1701 Magnolia
Drive Friday and Saturday
from 9 till 3.
Yard Sale. Friday and
Saturday 8 am to 8 pm.
stereo equipment, dish
washer, clothes, reloader,
antiques. Take 641 North
out of Murray turn right on
464 go one mile.
Yard Sale. 502 Elm. Bed.
stereo. TV, etc. Cheap
prices. Saturday and
Sunday.
43. Real Estate

15 ft Monark. semi-V. with
33 hp Evinrude motor and
trailer $1000 Call 4362685.
15 ft Runabout boat. motor
and trailer. Good condition
Call 437-42.16
1969. 14 ft Fishing boat
and trailer. 18 hp Evinrude
motor like new $650 Call
753-9957 or 753-0751
after 6 pm
1977 16 ft. Glastron XL
Sportster boat. 1979 85
h.p. Johnson motor, power
tilt and trim, drive-on
trailer. SHARP. 763-9349-.
1978 Manaiay 21' let boat.
436-5356.
23 foot Sail 'boat fully
equipted, free sailing
lessons to non sailors. See
Jay at Ky Lake State Park
Marina or call 1-502-821
5762
24 ft Cruiser, 1965 model,
V-6 Buick OMC stern drive
Boat and motor in good
condition Can be seen at
Sportsman Manna Ideal
fun or fishing boat For
Complete details call 1-812
882-8303. ,
79 Bass Nckers3, top-hament-fladd, stainless steel
prop New boat cover
$3400. Call 247-9689
For sale: Bass tracker. fully
rigged 474-21,11,5.

MONNE SHOP
Bandi's Welding now has a complete
shop specializing in all
types repair work, custom and
machine

precision machining and welding.

Industrial Road,/*array
753-0521

CHEAP LAKE LOTS
FOR SALE
A few off water lots as cheap as $95.00.
A few water front lots as low as $1 ,995.00.
One 5 acre tract on the water.
Hove you been wanting a place to park your camper, mobile home or cottage, or just a lot to comp
on.
located on Barkley lake about 5 miles from
Cadiz. Directions: From Cadiz take Highway 274
and follow signs to Sherwood Shores. 11
Open Setwdei
Fee infeenentien eel 752-51141
after 740 p.....
1-522-3062 SeIverlierg er %wkly.
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-Ws 40th Anniversary Time For
Woody Woodpecker Creation

Funeral Smirk:0i Set
Today For Mrs.
Myrtle M. Thurman
Funeral services for Mrs.
Myrtle Mayer Thurman will
be held at 2 p.m. today at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
Rev. Dr. Henry Franklin
Paschall officiating.
Wayne Halley will be in
charge of the music.
Pallbearers will be Joe
Parker, Fred Workman, G.
T. Lilly, W. P. Russell, Marvin Harris and Stanford Andrus. Burial will follow in the
Hazel Cemetery.
Mrs. Thurman, of 203
North 10th Street, died
Thursday at the age of 96.
She was the wife of the Rev.
J. H. Thurman, who died
June 30, 1968.
She is survived by two
stepdaughters, Mrs. Mabel
Grubbs, Buchanan, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Corinne Samuels,
Lebanon Junction; two
nephews, Dr. Jacob Mayer,
Mayfield, and Seiburn
White, Murray; a cousin,
Mrs. Mary Turnbow, Hazel;
five step grandchildren; and
11 step great-grandchildren.

oauiroay, July 26, 1161

By RON STATON
Associated Press Writer
HONOLULU (AP) — A
pesky woodpecker pecked
Incessantly on the roof of the
California honeymoon cottage, and the bridegroom
considered shooting the bird.
But instead, the man
began communicating with
.it.
"I would knock, and he
would knock back. He was
kind of funny, and Gracie
suggested I make a
character out of him," said
cartoonist Walter Lantz.
Thus
was
Woody
DONATION TO SQUAD — The Murray State University Vet's Club recently
Woodpecker born 40 years
donated $225 to the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. Of the donation,$200
ago.
"I put him into a small
came from a dance held by the club and $25 was from the Woodmen of the
part in an Andy Panda
World. At the presentation were (from left) Keith Guinn, club treasurer Terry
film," said Lantz during a
Stratton, club president; and Randy Barnett, of the rescue squad.
recent birthday celebration
here for the cartoon
character. "Universal said
he wouldn't last, but he
became an overnight hit.
"I starred him in a second
picture and started making
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — in the Library of Congress, ington said she received one him cuter. He was a wildA mail-order company that the Honored Americans List of the company's letters one looking character at first,"
offers to "enshrine" the is stored in a warehouse in month after the death of her Lantz said.
recently deceased in the Alexandria, Va., said Frank father, Enoch Robinson Woody has been a team efLibrary of Congress for a fee Evina of the U.S. Copyright Cooper, a World War I fort for the Lantzes, with
is being investigated by the Office in Washington.
veteran. The letter said Mrs. Walter doing the animation
"It's not really the kind of Elliott could have her and Grade providing the
state attorney general's office and a US. Postal Ser- thing the library wants in its father's name placed in the voice.
vice consumer-protection at- general collection," Evina Library of Congress for "Mel Blanc was the
said. "In no way is it- con- $19.80.
torney.
original voice of Woody but
The Burgig of Deceased nected with official records
Mrs. Elliott, who was a he signed up with Warner
Americans, a private com- of deceased persons in the volunteer worker in former Brothers to do the Bugs Bunpany with offices in Library of Congress."
Johnny voice," Lantz said. "I
Rep.
U.S.
Washington and Florida, Edmond Frank, a Florida Bredtinridge's office, said tried other voice artists but
sends letters to relatives of attorney representing the she complained to the office wasn't satisfied and had an
deceased military veterans, Bureau of Deceased of U.S.Sen. Wendell Ford,1)-audition to find a new
firemen and policemen, say- Americans, said Thursday Ky., who in turn alerted the voice."
"He told me I wotildn't be
ing its "citizens' recognition the company was only "try- attorney general's office.
board" has recommended ing to do something nice"
"They think while you're able to do the voice,especialthe names of the deceased and "trying to make a pro- vulnerable, they'll get whatly the laugh," said his wife,
for inclusion on an "Honored fit."
they can," Mrs. Elliott said. former actress Grade Staf"What's so bad about
Americans List."
Another complaint was fil-ford.
Each relative receives a that? This is not a fly-by- ed by Stella Grise of Rich- But she slipped her recorcertificate embossed with a night company," Frank mond, a retired teacher whoding in with the others audigold seal and a red, white said.
received a letter one monthtloning, and Lantz kept cornand blue ribbon. The cer- Ziebarth said he question- after the death of her hus-jng back twit and chose It for
ac- ed whether those receiving band, Presley Gqse, whcthe voice of Woody.
lists
tificate
complishments, such as letters think the company is also was a veteran.
Gracie has been the voice
military awards, of the affiliated with the federal
"I don't always bite aid Woody since then,31 years
government because it calls something," Mrs. Gristago.
deceased.
"Its sounds like your name itself a bureau and because said. "They say in the lettei "For 10 years, she
is going to be on the door of its seal features an eagle.
that they will put the infor wouldn't let me give her any
the library of Congress," He said he also questioned mation you give them ir screen credit. She thought
state Assistant Attorney whether the company's libraries across the nation people would be disapGeneral Kevin Noland said advertisements imply that Of course, I didn't believe ii pointed that the voice of
relatives can readily find the anything like that."
this week.
Woody was a woman." said
The Postal Service at- names of the deceased in the
torney, Tom Ziebarth, said, Library of Congress.
Noland said his office
"They just take a bunch of
these (certificates) and put wanted to know how the
than in a bundle and company selects names for
its list.
copyright them."
Amanda Elliott of LexBut instead of being filed

AGO Investigates Company
Enshrining Recent Deceased

Lexington To Have
Hospitality House
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
Families of Lexington
hospital patients soon will
have a home away from
home, thanks to the University of Kentucky and donations totaling $40,000.
The university has offered
to lecase Hamilton House, a
12-room, brick structure
near the downtown area, for
five years at $1 a year with
options to renew the lease.
The action is expected to be
approved by the board of
trustees on Aug. 25.
Repairs and renovation of
the 100-year-old house are
expected to begin this summer.
Local hospital administrators have said there
is a "dire need" for a
hospitality house in Lexington.
Many relatives of out-oftown patients have slept in
hospital lobbies, waiting
rooms and parked cars
because they could not afford temporary housing, the
administrators said.

MHS Band Parents
To Meet Tuesday
The Murray High Band
Parents club will meet Tuesday, July n, at 7:30 p.m. in
the band room of the high
school.
An officer urged all
parents to attend the
meeting as it will be the final
plan making session prior to
band camp and fund-raising
projects which begin next
month.

representing her husband
the president; and the imposing King of Tonga.
Sir Harry Secombe,a comedian who's invited, said of
the prince: "He's a great
bloke. I'd be proud to have
him as a son — that would
make me king wouldn't it?"
Prince Charles and Lady
Diana spent Friday meeting
soldiers of the Cheshire regiment who will line the route
to St. Paul's Cathedral next
Wednesday. .
Accepting the gift of a
statuette of a soldier,
Charles said "I would very
much him to thank you"
before catching his mistake
and adding amid laughter,
"We can't thank you enough.
"I'm finding it very hard
to remember at the moment
to say we. I keep on getting
into trouble for not saying
it," he said.
Buckingham Palace said
the guests would include
royalty from Belgium, the
Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Luxembourg, Monaco,
Japan, Thailand, Jordan,

THAT GIRIAT
GM PULING WITH
Gil/WINS GM PARTS.

1910 Otetion
4 Door, brown, light brown interio
-r, power steering,
power braes, oir conditioned, AM-FM radio. Roily
wheels.13xxx

7.00
Borsht Taylor Chevrolet hit.
753-2617

for California.
He set up a cartoon studio
for Universal in 1928, and
has been with that studio
ever since. However, he retains ownership of all his
cartoons.
Lantz isn't making any
new cartoons, due to the high
costs of animation. But he
reissues about a dozen cartoons a year and puts
together a television show
with cartoons that have
played in theaters previously.
He has made more than
1,000 cartoons in his long
career, including 250 with
Woody Woodpecker.
One of Lantz' proudest
moments was when he was
presented an Academy
Award for lifetime achievement in 1979.

First Lady To Reveal
Royal Wedding Attire
Day Before British Event

Palace Releases Guest List
By BARRY 1RENFREW
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — Twenty
heads of state, some old
the
of
girlfriends
bridegroom, a comedian or
two and a barmaid were on
the guest list released by
Buckingham Palace Friday
for the wedding of Prince
Charles and Lady Diana
Spencer.
Among the 2,500 guests are
the presidents of France,
Greece, West Germany,Portugal and Iceland; Lady
Diana's three former roommates; Nancy Reagan,

Lantz.
"And middle-aged and the
wife of the producer," Mrs.
Lantz added with a laugh.
"Woody has changed me a
lot. I was a serious stage actress and was quiet and not
outgoing," said the effervescent Mrs. Lantz, who is now
77.
"I let out my inhibitions on
Woody," said the 81-year-old
Lantz, who is only slightly
less outgoing than his wife.
"We've had an awful lot of
fun with Woody," he said.
"No mdtter where we travel
In the world, Woody is
known."
Lantz started in art school
at age 15 and got his first job
as an office boy at the New
York American. After about
10 years of newspaper and
studio cartooning, he headed

641 South, Murray

Nepal and Liechtenstein and
the deposed kings of
Romania, Bulgaria and
Greece.
Spanish King Juan Carlos
won't attend because of the
newlyweds' plan to visit the
British colony of Gibraltar
on the Spanish coast during
their honeymoon. Spain has
been pressing for years for
return of Gibraltar.
Public attention has focused on the leas famous guests,
Including four of Prince
Charles' former girlfriends.
Devine Sheffield, Lady Jane'
Wellesley, Sabrina Guineas
and actress Susan George
will be in the cathedral to
watch Lady Diana occupy
the spot many newpapers
once speculated they might
fill.
Eve Townsend, a barmaid
and wife of the chief
carpenter at St. Paul's, was
given an invitation as compensation for missing a
vacation in the United States
after her husband had to
stay and work on preparations for the wedding.

Councilman Enters
Detention Center
To Serve Out Term
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
Urban County Councilman
Joe Jasper has entered the
Fayette County Detention
Center to serve the remainder of a 20-day sentence
for drunken driving, according to jail officials.
Jasper, who lost a bid for a
fourth council term in the
May ZS primary election,
pleaded guilty to the charge
in April. He served four days
before being released pen
ding an appeal.
When Jasper lost the appeal, Fayette District Judge
Michael Roney ordered him
to complete the sentence.
Jasper
the jail on
e
Wednesday/

By CAROLYN LESH
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — Nancy
Reagan, not wanting to
upstage the royal bride, will
reveal her own outfit for the
wedding of Prince Charles
and Lady Diana Spencer a
day ahead of the big event.
"She doesn't want to compete with the bride," the first
lady's press secretary,
Sheila Tate, said Friday.
"We're going to release
photographs of Mrs.
Reagan's dress on Tuesday."
Mrs. Tate also said the
dress "presumably will not
be red. We've heard it's
unlucky to wear red to a
wedding."
- The 20-year-old bride's
gown will be unveiled
Wednesday when she marches down the aisle of St.
Paul's Cathedral to become
the Princess of Wales and
future Queen of England.
Lady Diana's gown has
been a carefully guarded
secret, with everyone working on the dress keeping
their lips tightly shut; windows on the shop where the
gown is being made have

been covered up.
Mrs. Reagan, laden with
five hat boxes and numerous
suitcases, arrived in London
on Thursday night for a hectic week of socializing.
The 58-year-old first lady
is the official U.S. representative to the wedding. President Reagan decided not to
attend because of a heavy
work load and because he
did not want his first European trip as president to be
for a social occasion, the
White House said.
Today, Mrs. Reagan will
attend a luncheon given by
Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher at Chequers. The
416-year-old Tudor mansion
40 miles from London is the
official country residence of
Britain's prime ministers.
Mrs. Reagan's social
calendar also includes a Sunday polo match which
Charles will participate and
a Monday night reception at
Buckinghm an Palace hosted
by Queen Elizabeth II.
"Prince Charles personsally invited her to attend
his polo match when he was
in New York," Mrs. Tate
said.
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"It made me feel good
because Laurence Olivier
also got an award that
night," he said.
Although Lantz is no
longer making new cartoons,
he is doing paintings featuring Woody and some of his
other cartoon characters.
'I've been painting all my
life, but five or six years ago
I decided to put Woody in the
paintings, and it's really
taken off," he said.
The whimsical paintings
feature Woody at such locations as the Lincoln
Mount
Memorial,
Rushmore, the High Sierras
and Waikiki Beach. The active couple has no plans to
retire.
'We don't have time to
retire,' said Lantz. "We're
having too much fun."
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